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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
MENTOR PROGRAM DISCLAIMER & RELEASE
1.

, as a participant in a group sponsored by the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association of Texas,
That I,
understand that any mentor information and/or advice received in the course of my mentorship is to guide me in my criminal law
practice as an educational resource and to discuss issues confronted in the practice of criminal law, including but not limited to attorney/
client communications, plea negotiations, trial tactics and techniques, professionalism and legal ethics. I understand that these are
general discussions and I can in no way rely upon the advice and/or statements of my mentor or other participants in the mentor
oroeram. I understand that although
- the mentor is engaged in the practice of criminal law, that the mentor is not rendering legal or
professional advice to me or to any of my clients through me.

.

-

THE INFORMATION I RECEIVE IN THE COURSE OF MY MENTORSHIP WILL NOT BE RELIED W O N BY
ME AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN TUDGMENT OR LEGAL OPINIONS. AND I UNDERSTAND THAT THE
OPINIONS OR STATEMENTS OF THE MENTOR ARE NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN OPINION OR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH.
I also understand that neither the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor any mentor or participant warrants that
any information that they share, divulge or give to me is suitable for any area of my practice other than to aid me in improving my
criminal law practice skills.
1 understand that neither The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor the mentor or any participant in the mentor
program warrants or represents that any information or advice they may give me can be relied upon by me in my criminal law practice
but serves as an aid or guide in assisting me developing criminal law practice skills.

5

Participant's Name

Date

Participan~please make copy for your file and mail or fax executed form to:
TCDLA, 600 West 13 Street, Austin, Texas 78701 (fax no. 512-469-9107)
Also, provide a copy to your mentor.
For Office Use Only:

Mentor Assigned

Address

Ph. No.
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Call to Arms!
W

elwme to the millenniumchapter of T C D U I have the distinct honor and privilege of
being your president as this new century
arrives fraught withantk@,tion,apprbicn
and optimism. I want to pay rribute to the
many distinguished lawyers who preceded
me in leadmg this Association. Without
theirdedication andpoliciesthisorganization
would have suffered a liigering death. A
special thanks is owed to my immediate
predeemor, Kent Schaffer,who, inadditbn
to being a uue warrior in the wumoom,
has been a leader and strong supperter of
our CLE programs which enrichand enlarge
the d e n t puol oferimiil defense lawyers,
Kent also initiated what will hopefully be a
mainstav of this orpanhation-our
Men&
Program-to assist the inexperienced
among us in our constant struggle for
justice in and out of the courtroom.
As the millennium nears, we are all too
Yamiliar with the problems surrounding
our criminal justice system:'Eroding due
pmcess in the cow@,coupled with legislative
effolts to pas ever more oppressive and
inane laws. Further, our courts are allowing
more governmentat abuses of power to be
given a &ee pas. Throughout our historp
we havelooked to the courts to protect our
constitutional rights. Today, there is real
wuge to wonder if that protective shield is
alive...we know it is not well. The steady
emwn of the Fourth Amendment should
alarm us all, There is an old saying,
"Government will constantly try to coerce
the respect it ran no longer earn from
citizens!'
In recent years OUE federal, state and
local police have inventedvariousmethods
to exempt themselves from the Fourth
Amendment. Dme courier vtofites have
proven to be the"&ilogaph&s stonewthat
allows police to stop and s-h
vimaUy
anyone they please; i,e., minority cirizm.
Recent publicity surroun&i activities of
,&New JerseyState Police who routinely
dt6pAfrican-Americansdrivingon theNew
, &as;ey
Turnpike is symptomatic of the

I
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So, what can we do? We must be
advocates outside the wuruoom as well as
inside. Past President Ttm Evans of Fort
Worth some yearsago proposedthatweseek'
community forums in which to express our
views and concerns on the disintegratton
of our Bill of Righw. I want to resmect this
idea as a call to arms among members to
remind our citizens of the old Getman
proverb: "The more laws, the l a justice!'
A5. our politicians seek to maximize social
progress by maximizing the number of
people we label "criminal," it is our
responsibility to wntact our citizen groups
to enlighten them. Groups such as the
Jay-,
Lions Club, Junior League, League
of Women Voters, Republican Women's
Club, Young Democrats, and the like, exist
in your area. ‘Why not volunteer to speak
Michael I? Heiskeil
on what we view as constant abuses? Too
nuUifieationoftheFourthAm&ent. We many of our citizens seem to hold a blind
must continue to fight to resuscitate our faith in the talismanicpowerof legislators
search and seizure law to avoid the constant their ability to draft a new law that will
prospect of subjugation to the nearest law somehow, magically, make society a better
enforcement offkid, This wuntry's fust place. These laws run the gamut from open
president, George Washington, stated the container to hate crimes legislation. We
problem succinctly: "Government is not have to help ourselves, our neighbors and
those in need and not rely on cynical
reason, it is notebquence4t ieforce."
Each year more and more actions are paliticians (including judges)who ean,and
being crimimakd either by the stats or will, sell and barter our rights to make the
federal government. Thii proliferation of most expedient political deaL
As we continue to tail in the killingfield
new crimes has coincided with weakening
due prom. We bundle up all afout social that is our death charnbrtr, are we sho~ing
ills,makethem&esandthenpmc&ssour
thepubliithattflle~)mpagsionrequiRsthe
cithrough the criminal justicesystem, constant regenetation of cwage to stand
without regard to faiiess or the resulting against thehesavage means4f'itttpionalired
s t t g m a m m a n y o f o x q ~ a n d i execution?
~
With unwmf&& fe~01veas
What has happened to the fundamental we sacrifice cerrain inptt?s Wice, do
notions of due process and "in the intetest we ever come to real18 k@@ cur awn
of j6sticece'?Our
courtshave genetallyfound hmmuty?Let us, remid otlr;@&ns that
ways to approve whatever tactics and we affirm out natioii's
gieawmess
methods the prosecution employs. Such whenever we face rhe, &&&
Wthn of
phrasas as "inevitable diivery," harmless h u m a n n a w e & d q ~ eto set our pglicies,
emr," and "totality of the ci+mtances" and prioritiq &@@%sothat life wifi be
have dominated the lexicon of opinions &r&edand
afniming judgments and sentences. What by the state.
was considered "outrageous government continues
conduct!' by judges 30 years ago is widely official j
definitiow &
tolerated and accepted today.

The time has come for us to issue a wake
up call to our citizens about the pervasive
failure of our government in protecting our
rights. We should work to restore a new faith
in individual liberty. In his oftquoted 1944
speech, "The Spirit of Liberty," Judge
Learned Hand reminded us "liberty lies in
the hearts of men and women; when it dies
there, no constitution, no law, no court can
save it." This call to arms recognizes that
for many of our citizens, the respect for
liberty is not a natural impulse. T h e
principles of the Bill of Rights acquire flesh
and blood only when people stand up to
soeak out and fieht for them. It
- - is
-- our time.
Will you answer the call!
As we begin the new TCDLA year,
"change" is the operative word. We will have
a new executive director, a new top editor
of the Voice, and yours truly, a new
President. These changes challenge us all to
refocus on our purpose and goals; i.e., to
protect and insure by rule of law those
individual rights guaranteed by our
constitutions. As our association grows (we
now have more than 2,000 members) we are
becoming more diverse not only in our
appearance but also in our perspectives.
Thus I encourage all of you to write letters
to our editor, John Carroll, or better yet,
write a column so that your opinion can be
disseminated. We value the marketplace of
ideas that in the end promote justice and
the common good.
Finally, I want to pay special tribute to
two outstanding individuals to whom we
owe a special debt of g r a t i t u d d u z a n n e
Donovan, our immediate past executive
director, and Bill Allison, former Editor-inChief of the Voice. Through Suzanne's
inestimable will power and persistence, we
were able to right our ship with a keen sense
of direction that has lead us to a healthier
financial status and increased membership
for TCDLA. We were all enhanced by the
wisdom Bill shared regularly through his fine
columns. They will be sorely missed. db
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Contact Craig Jett, chair, DCDLA
Celebration Committee.
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Thornburgh Memo... RIP
.,. ,

0

n April 19*, rhe infamous or inpropet contact with represented drug Commk&ym3 ~ e mpporting
e
the Justice
Thomb~rghMemo" was laid to defmdanrs that spurred Congress into &partmen& Mmm. The impact of the
*t afrer a s h and w ~ t ~ v e r s i a actkm
l
so much as the conduct of regulatory, McDade Amexidmmt could be diluted by a

life. The Mcbde Amendment, making

1

administrative and white w1lw criminal
setof fedaarggiidel'me.
government lawyerssubject to e t h i d d e s , investigations. Many business interest
It onlymakes
&the &&a1
rules
took k,t. The amendment, codified at 28 groups, including the Amerbn Cotpaate that apply to l
a
m bekpplied to lawyers
U.SC Section 530B and entitled "Ethical Counsel Assodation, lobbied for the \ \ m o w m k f o r t h e ~ ~ E t h e w e n n i v e
SQtltfafQ for Attomeysfar the O,~emment'~, McDade Amendment. It has become b m c h wants to clothe law enforcement
pmvides insubsenion (a) as follow&
standard p~ocedaefor government agents with the legitimacy of the judicial syAn attorney fot the G o v m e n r sfiaU investi~thgCarQorate conducttoexecute it shuld be r e q M to play b t h e rides.
be subject to State5 LgU&and Rules, and a search -ant
.on the buainw, seize the
If it lasts, the McDade Amedment
local Federal Court Rules, governing relevant doclrmenrs and intefview all the probably won't chanee much in the way
attorneys in each State vhere such emplogees. However, if rhar business has a prosecutors do business and it certainly
attorney engages in that attorney's duties, wlporaue counsel, the employees may be wonk change the s u b t i v e rights of yout
to the same extent in the same mafm- as represented persons. This couldnquixe the clients. Courts have previody held that a
other attorney8 in that State.
inwtigathg m e ,who work in tandem prosecuta's violation of a diseiplinaq mte
TheDepamnentofJuMicefought ag.linst with government lawyers, to request does nor affect the validity d a canvictim
the enactment of Section 5308. Some of permimion from wrporate w d before unless there is same adverse effect on an
the objections mised by the Juatice questioninganyme. %&a requitement has accused p m n ' s wnstiwtional rkghts. The
Department were the fonpwinp:
some reeth as shown by the 1998 decision Corns are in the best position to &ce
(1) By subjectmg~1prmecu~m
to of the United States CDurt 9f %n,& for rulw of conduct for the Iawyew, inclding
all rule indl jluisdictioas, the ameadnent the Eihth Circuit in United Statas ex d prw~utors,appearing before them, T i
\hik to considerthe ngtion wide practice of OK& v. MdJonwU DQ&S C o r p w d , will tell whether the principles hehind the
federal pro$e~utoraand leaves prpsecutors DX3d 1352(8thCi 1 9 9 6 ) . % ~ M c k e l l Douglas case win be applied in
m u t e a b u t what rules apply to particqIar ofJustice wan conducting a prexial inves- criminal titigation.
conduct.
tigation in a fa& claims &tlawsuit against
On the State level, we havealready seen
(2) Prohihitions on contact with McDonnell Douglas Coqwration. The thattheCowtofQimina1 Appealshaslkde
represented personsor parties could inhihit c o t p o x a t i o n s u ~ d b d a p r o r e c t i v e inter-t in whether prosecutcrrs conduct
the effeaPvmesofunderaverinvesrigsfioars order preventing government attorneys themselves in im erhical manner. h h e
and inv&igations involving coq5orate from en$aging in ex paw communications Ex Re1 Eidson u. Edt~a~d.,
793 S,W. 2d 1
entities.
with its currenr employees and restricting (Tex. Crinr. App, 1990),a piuraltq ofthe
(3) Piohibirions oh inducements wmmunications with former employees. I=ourtheld that a &a1 corn does not have
offered to witnemi could interfere with a The restriction was b d on a M i i u r i authority to diiatify a Esaict Attorney
prosecutor's ability to obtain and present 5,upreme Court ode prohibiting lawyer &om a case where there is a conflict: of
testimony of cooperating wimesses. Most contact with represenred peesrms. The hoerest because such action is equivalent
states, b h l i i g Texas, have a version of Oluttamcludedthar theJusticeI3spmment to removing an elected prosecutor from
ABA MaddRule3A(h) whichpmhibitsan regdaripnadoptingrheThonabwghMemo office and is governed and limired by
offer of inducement to a witness chat is was not authorized'by fedeta1law.
satwe. The probbem with the Court of
prohibited by law.
TheJusticeDeparunent is trying to avoid Czimil Appeals hand washihg ~ o a h
Could tkia mean B new ltfe f6t UnBd what it believes are the adverse &cts of ww w l d y stated by Judge Teague in his
Sma u.
Don't wunt on it. The the M&de Amendment by pushing far a d i n t :
main isme in cantfoversy wnrinues to he nationwideset of&calguidelinesthat take
To w e d t a Dinict Atm be drr
contact with represented persons. It has intocpnsiderationtheu~que
aitatmstances sole juhgcof whether he is d+'lifiedfrom
hem M y debated wersineethen Amomey Faeed by federal government lawyers. Such prosewring a particular Defendant, no
Geaeral Richard Thornburgh issued hi standards would include autho~itvto con- matter wh-at the bask a che reason for che
tact represented persons. . Senate Mot;ionto Diuxlilfirmight be, is ludictous
to Judiciary Committee Chairman Orrin at best, and t l a ~ t dto the g& at W ~ E Is.
Hatch and Senator Partick Leahy, the closely resembles leavingthewolf m guard
ranking Democrat on the Judiciary the hen house, in order to p~otectthe

chickens from the wolf.
Too bad we can't send JudgeTeague
to Wash'iton tn stmighteneveryone out.

the

th of one...
r
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Important
Tax Notice
Dues/Tax Notice
Please note the
following:
$36 of your annual dues
($19 if a Student Member)
is for a one-year subscription to the Voice for the
~ e f e h eand
,
$39 of regular dues is for TCDLA
legislative programs.
Dues to TCDLA are not
deductible as lacharitable
contribution but may be
deducted as an ordinary
and necessary business
expense. Because of
TCDLA's legislative
program, $39 of sustaining
and regular membership
dues is not deductible as
a business expense.

power of a
Defense Lawyers
Association

TELECOUUUYlCATlONl

The TCDLA long distance plan, administered by
Eclipse Telecommunications, is based on general
economic theory - the higher the volume, 'the
lower the individual cost. The TCDLAprogram is
based on the idea of providing individual companies
with group-based purchasing power and benefits.
Our long distance program is as logical as 1,2,3.
1, Endorsed by your association
2, Guaranteed flat rates
3. Members only semi&

For a quick rate comparison or more
information, contact an Eclipse account
representative at 1-800-342-9287.
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The Final Word
BYSuzanne Donovan
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ell, Texas won't have rhis Yankee to kickaround any more. My
husband Brian and I are bucking the national trend and moving East
I've been TCDLA's executive director
just short of two years. Two uncertain, fun,
sometunes wild years. TCD1.A has seen a
complete turn-over in staff, an increase in
dues-paying members (we're over 2,000
now), a repainting and refurbishing of the
offiee, an increase in grant funds the
CrtminalDefense Lawyers Project is eligible
for, excellent representation at the Texas
Legislature through the efforts of Keith
Hampton and former House member Allen
Place, and the purchase of new computer
software programs and a redesign of its web
site that hove this organizationinro the 21"'
century
When I started in 1997, 1 actually
sweated our ability to cover pytoll. I leave
with a healthy teserve of funds in the bank.
The final report of the Corn Auditor on
the FY 1998 grant expenditures by CDLP
states: "Compliance withgrant conditions
was 95.7% for all payment transactions
which isacceptable andavastirnpmvemenci. .'
Acceptable, indeed. TCDLA has a ways to
go but this staff made great strides. Jana,
Rose, and Stephanie deservea good deal of
thanks.
While here, I've had the oppottunity to
meet and work with some of the state's
finest criminal dcfencc lawyers, both on the
Rmrd and through TC1:I)LA's and CD1.P:
semmars. I have come to more clearly
appreciate that criminal defense lawyers
truly are the h t line of defense of our civil
liberttes. And I have felt deeply the support
of the Mf'tlcers and the Board of TCDLA.
Getting to work with and know a bit the
likes of Gerry Morris, Betty Blackwell, Bob
Hinton,MikeHeiskell,RonG~on,Bill
Allison, Tim Evans, Keith and Cynthia
Hampton, Sheldon Weisfeld, CraigJett, Bill
Harris, Mark Dantel, Randy Wilson, the
LubbockBoys,Lydia Clay-Jackon,Scrappy
Holmes, Cynthia Orr, and others is
something I11lalwaystreasure. I'll misb Kent

Schaffer'skeen sense of humor, and putting
together CLE w ~ t hmasters like Ed Mallett.
M course I've also come into contact with
some of the less fine varieties of criminal
defense attorneys.
My time at TCDLA caps a decade of
change for me, Somehow I've managed to
find myself in leadership pos~tionsthtough
tumultuous times.
Duringmy 10 years inTexas I've had the
privilegeof heading up the ACLU of Texas,
and being called a communist whlle
lobbyingfor civil liberties; workii with the
smartest, most dedicated attorneys
assembled in one place at the former Texas
Resource Center; and I experienced first
hand the unparalleled, inexorable death
penalty maehine of thiw state. I banged my
head against the Board of Pardons and
Paroles and two Governors for more than
four years, leamihg just how treacherous
executive clemency is here, politically
speaking, while advocating on behalf of
battered women incarcerated for killing
their abusive parmers. And I produced a
book onTexasldeath row witha former U.C.
Berkeley colleague, photojournalist Ken
Light. Pretty heady stuff for a Yankee girl
named as a journalist.
And now it's time to leave.
I leave feeling proud of our accomplishments at TCDLA. This is one of thenation's
largest, oldest, and healthiest membership
orgmizations of crmin;ll defense lawyers....
who could just as easily bedescribed at times
as over-educacedanarchists.This group can
get a lot done+ the Capitol and at the
ballot box when it comestime to elect judges
(which ya'll seem intent on continuing
here)aslong as itspeaks with evena pinch
more unity, and takes itself seriously. Iknow
you pride yourselves on being cynical, and
that's a healthy reaction to our system of
government and criminal in-justice, but if
you folks aren't out there acting in state
politics as though it matters then it's all lost
Cause no one else is watching.

Whathappeneddutingthe76hLepisknrre
om SB 247 (th* indigent defense bill that

passed both houses before anyone read the
offending addnton), and some other key
measures that were lulled should serve as the
wake-up call. Hire a full-time lobbyist next
time around.Your executive dlrectm can
not handle the Legtslature
be the
Association's d m t o r at thesame time. And
TCDLA can't afford any longer to make it
with a part-time preesence durmgand before
the session. Maybe it's time some of the
major urban area ctimmal defense affiliates
around the state consder tithrng to help
compensate aaiminal defenselawyerlobbyist.
Texas is a big state whose political
influenceis gaining. Stay organized,act like
you care. I know you do. Take thw great
organnation and run with it. 6o

Sex Offender 'keatment
b a Retopized Specialtyin Texas
W e provide:
Sex offenderandpsycholagical
profile defemimtions
-Expert witness tesrimony
-Addiction/dependencyassessments
-Assistance with case, witness and
cross examination preparation
-Treabnent recommendationsto the
court
We travel anywhere and accept
courC assignments as payment m
full. References on request C d us if
you t h ' i we might be abIem he$,.

Navarre & Associates
5 12/8364567
"Diplomate ofthe American Board of

Forensic Examiners"

Application of Sullivan vs. Boerckel in Texas
Must A Petition For Discretionary Review Be Filed In
Every Texas Case NOW?
By Roy eeenwood,
reglaW@austin.w.com

0

n June 7, 1999, the U n ~ t e d
StatesSupreme Court decided
the above mentioned case,
holdmg in a 6-3 opinion, that
for purposes of federal "exhausnon of state
remedies" under T ~ t l e28, U. S. C. A.
Section 2254, the federal habeas corpus
statute, a state mmate must, before f i l i i in
federal court, "exhaust h s state remedies"
by presenting claims to the highest state court,
even though such legal procedu~einvolves a
" d i s n e h r yreview" process.
To fail to present such dtscretionary
claims to the highest court would constitute
a "failure to exhaust State remedies" which
would result in a dismissal of the federal
petition, and under the provisions of the
federal habeas laws, bar an inmate from
seeking review of those clalms, and may
even result m his entire or~glnalfederal
action being dismissed and barred from
fume consideration.
Because of the importance of this
question to the jurisprudence of the state of
Texas, and to the appellate practitioner in
Texas, this commentary is being submitted
to advise the Bench and the Bar of t h s
potential problem, m view of the present
rules governing appellate pracnce in the
State of Texas.

petition for discretionary review does not
constitute a ruling on the "merits" of the
claims presented. See Shffieldvs. State, 650
S.W.M 813 (Tex. Crim. App. 1983).
Unfortunately for the Court of Criminal
Appeals, and the Texas appellate Bar, the
procedure in Illinois, from which the
SulIivan case originated, is very similar in
nature. The rules of the Illinois Supreme
Court make clear that they do not wish all
possible claims to be presented to that Court
in their "discretionary" proceedings, but
only questions which have substantial
impact upon the jurispmdence of the state.
While the text of the Supreme Court
decision, including concurringopinions and
dissenting opinions, does not reflect any
footnotes therein, in the version of the
opinion that this commentator read on June
8,1999, it is clear from reading the various
opinions of the Court that the appellate
practice procedures arevery similar to those
in Texas and Illinois, and in many other
states across the country.

aside, with the majority holding that, in
effect, "all claims" must be presented in the
discretionary review process in the High
Court of the state, in order to "exhauststate
remedies". The dissenting opinions clearly
pointed out that, under this ruling, such
requirement would force state criminal
appellants to violate the "general appellate
rules" of the states whichseek, for legitimate
reasons, to limit the number of issues
presented to the High Courts in these
discretionary proceedings.

Impact On Texas Practice

Fwt of all, this decision has no bearing on
any death penalty appellate practice m the
State of Texas. There are no discretionary
proceedings in death penalty cases here, and
appellants are required to take one
mandatory appeal, therefore this ruling only
appl~esto non-death penalty appeal
practlce in t h state.
~~
Secondly, it is clear that thisdecision does
directly impact the State of Texas beeause the
practices and appellate rules in Illinois,upon
The Sullivan Decision
whch this rulmg was based, are very similar,
The facts in Sullivan reflected that the if not substantially the same, as those
appellant in that case presented his in Texas.
discretionary petition raising three claims
After the Sullivan decision, should a
to the Illinois Supreme Court, after he had Texas appellant be convicted In a nonraised six or more claims in the lower capital case, and then lose in the Court of
The Problem
Illinois appellate court. This "winnowing" Appeals, if he seeks to immediatelyproceed
Texas Law - Petition for Discretionaq of issues was done, accordmg to the to in~tiatefederal habeas corpus l~tlgat~on,
attorneyfor the inmate, pursuant to the rules he must present dl ckdms m a petition for
Review Rules
Under the provisions of Rule 66.1, Texas governing such discretionaryprcceed'i set discretionary review to the Court of
Criminal Appeals before proceeding to
Rules of Appellate Procedure, a criminal out by the Illinois Supreme Coun
After the Illinois Supreme Court denied federal habeas, othefwise the Sullivan
appellant "may" seek a petition for
discretionary review from the Texas Court relief, the inmate then filed a federal decision will be ditectlp applicable.
If a Texas appellant falls to present
of Criminal Appeals after losing his case in habeas corpus petition raising the tluee
the intermediate Court of Appeals. The ' issues that he had presented to the High petition for dtscretionary revlew clams to
Court of Criminal Appeals is governed by Court in Illinois, and then requested, and the Coutc of Crim~nalAppeals, and seeks
Rules wluch suggest that such petitions be was granted leave to file, three amended to later raise illem in a federal habeas
severely limited m their scope and nature. clalms that had been raised m the Court of actlon, those claims,at the very least, will be
See Rule 66.3. Further. the Court of Appeals in Illinois, but not in the subject to d~smlssalunder Section 2254.
Criminal Appeals has only recently enacted discretionary pet~tionprocess. The federal Further, if they are dlsnussed, because of the
a "page limitation" on the length of district court dismissed the three amended "subsequent wt~trules,"it is possible that they
petitionsfor discretionary review. See Rule claims, but the Seventh Circuit Court of will not be able to be presented again in any
68.5. Further, the Court of Criminal Appeals reversed, holding that exhaustion futurefederal habeas action.
If a federal habeas cotpus petition h
Appeals has declared that a denial of was shown. The Supreme Court set that

-.
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some "exhausted" claims, and some "unexhausted" claims, depending upon the
position of the Respondent Attorney
General and the court, the entire petition
may be dmnissed for failure to exhaust state

remedies. If

other lulings

should

pursuant to
Circuit

various

the
It is
likely that
to invoke
federal habeas remedies would be barred,
because of the federal"statute of limitahon"
provisions, plus the "subsequent writ
provisions" contained in that law, which
have been held, by some Federal Circuit
Court of Appeals not to "toll" the statue of
limitations, and that such actions may
constitute a "subsequent petition," wh~ch
can severely limit federal review.
Further, the majority opinion of the
Supreme Court makes clear that previous
decisions of the Court have ==quuedthat a
habeas inmate previously exhaust of his
'*appellate remedies" available to him,
otherwise he will be barred from ralsmg
those
in a
habeas corpus
petition. In other words, d a state criminal
defendant ls
at
and
invoke the direct
by
thb state, he would be subsequentl~barred
from complain& of errors occurring at the
trial because he ''&lib~a@lyMassed'' the
direct appeal remediesavailable to h i d e
problem with Sullrvan is that'it apprnently
makes the petition for diicretipnary review
t
.process a required part of the state's "direct
appeal" remedy.
Courts of

Interpretation by Commentator
The Sullivan ruling appears to hold that the
petition for discretionary review process is
a requrred part of the st& appellate process,
thus the failure to falsea claim on petit~on
for discretionary rwiew would thereafter
constitute a deliberate bypass, preventing
such claim from being raised in federal court
habeas. This theory is not fully discussed in
the Majority Opinion, nor do the majority
or mlnority opinions discuss the posibikty
of exhausting state remedles based upon
initiation of state habeas corpus collateral
litigation. Perhaps, when the opinion is
published, there may be some 'Yootnotes"
that give further guidance, but the text of
the Web-based opinion read by this
commentator indicates that subsequent
state habeas claims may not be sufficient to
"exhaust state remedies", if the claims are
not raised during rhe "direct appeal"
ptoceedmgs "made available' by the State,
which includes the Peodon for Discretionary
Rwiew process.

'

' 8

What Is the Appellate
Attorney To Do?
refponse to a united
where the
opinion is not exactlyclear with regard to
how alremative actions may be applicable,
this commentator advises all attorneys
representing clients in direct appeal
proceedings, wherein questions that have
any application to yederal interpretation of
law,, are involved and
cases wherethe

Just as in any

states
supreme
court
opuuon,

ddendantsreceivesubstantialpwhments,
to consider filing a ~skekton,~
petition for
discrebonny review in
cornof~,iminnl
toprotect
clientsjmrerights to
initiate federal habeas coreus
recognized that such action will be
extremely wasteful of the attorneys time and
reSOUTCes,
and will, mostprobably,
~ ~ ~ ~violatlon
~ h of
~ the
i court
~ ~ ofl u
criminal
~~~~~l~rules for
for discretmnary review, but the
majority of [he supreme of he
problem, and
united
totally disregarded the interests of the
state
~~~~~l~~~~~
rulemaking
and the State Judiciary m the11 declsion in
~ u l [ i mIn
. effect, the Court made clear that
it did not care that substantial additional
resources in the
would be
by
its requirements in sulliuan. seejustice
Breyer,s dlsenting opinion, z

states

court

What Can The Court of Criminal
Appeals Do ?
lustice Souter, in his concumng opinion,
recognized the problem of wasted State
resources, and made a very lucid and
sensible suggestion, wherein h e advised the
state courts to issue opinions, orders or rules
which would make it clear that the filmg of
apetition for discretionaryreview was not a
necessary step, under the state rules, to
exhaust "federal" remedies. While it was
recognized that such opinion or rule handed
down by a state court should not, as a practical
matter, affect the guidelines for determining
federal rules, nevertheless, Justice Souter
made a valid dire'ct suggestion that the high
state courts take affirmativeaction to clarify
&is problem, by stating:

seek federal habeas relief. The Supreme
Court of South Carolina, for example,
has declared:
"[Iln all appeals from criminal
convictions or past-conviction rehef
matters, a litigant shall not be requued
to petition for rehearing and cert~orart
following a n advetse dec~sionof the
Court of Appeals in order to be deemed
to have exhausted all available state
remedies respecting a claim of error.
Rather, when the claim has been
presented to the Court of Appeals or
the Supreme Court, and relief has been
denied, the lingmt shall be deemed to
have exhausted all available state
remedies." In re Exhaustion of State
Remedia in Criminal and Post~ConvicaOn
Relief Cases, 321 S. C. 563, 471 S. E.
Zd 454 (1990).
'The Court is clear that "nothmg in
t h e exhaustion doctrine requir[es]
federal courts to ignore a State law or
rule prov~dingthat a given ~rocedure
is not available." Ante, at 9 . 1 citation
~
of In re Exhausnun of St& Remedtes, for
the proposition that the Increased
burdenonstate commaybe unwelcome,
should not be read tosuggest something
more: that howeverplady a State may
4its highest court must besubjected
to constant applications for a form of
discretionary review that the State
wishes to reserve for trulyextraordinary
cases, or else be forced to eliminate that
kmd of discretionary review."

See also, Justice Stevens dissent. '

T h e members of the Texas Court of
Crim~nalAppeals thus can immediately
rake steps to formulate a Rule of Appellate
Procedure, or a Statement Ofpublished Policy,
to specifically hold that, under our state
it is not necessary to present a
petition for discretionary review to the
Court of Criminal Appeals in order to
"exhaust state remedles" for federal habeas
purposes, as did the state of South Carolina.
The Court of Criminal Appeals has
already held that the denial of a petition is
not a ruling on the "merits", and if it is not
"1 understand the Court to have left a ruhng on the merits, then it should be the
open the question ( n o t directly "next step" for the court to advise the
implicated by this case) whether we appellate practitioners, cnminal defendants,
should construe the exhaust~on and members of the State Judiciary
doctrine to force a State, m effect, to immediately that it is simply unnecessary to
rule ondiscretionaryreviewapphcatwm subm~tfrivolous and unnecessary claims to
when the State has made it plam that the Court of Crlminal Appeals pursuant to
it does not wish to require such a petition for dlscret~onaryreview m the
appliuations before its pentioners may state of Texas.

Conclusion
In my opinion, the Court of Criminal
Appeals should specifically reject the
rationale of the Sullivan majority decision,
as being a clear infringement upon the rules
of state appellate practice, and a decision
that could waste hundreds of thousands of
dollars of state money over the next years,
not only in attorneys' time and resources,
but in the resources of the Court of Criminal
Appeals itself in requiring them to review
11 copies of these newly required additional
claims that have little, if any, chance of
success for either review or ling on the
merits.
Since this action can be taken by the
Court of Criminal Appeals immediately, or
certainly during the summer 1999 Court
recess, and whereas the attorneys
representing of these petitioners have no
"power" to change the rules of the court, this
matter is now solely in the hands of tk Terns
Court of Criminal Appeal-r,and it is suggested
by t h e author t h a t immediate
action be taken by that Court to protect
their rules and policy decisions that have
been clearlv interfered with bv the decision
in Sullivan. 6%

'

Endnotes
(I) ARer reading the majorty, concurring and
dissentine
there is the oossibilii that such
" ooinionr,
.
I rng n SL COO ma, not m e as og and mpan ar n
appearr to nae f rt r crcnt.l I ncd tnat a T w r
inmate may exhaust state remedies, even if he does

for discretionaw w i e w raisine such
not file a D&%o~
claims, ifthe filer a state habeas c b r p petitionunder
Article 1 1.07 raising those issues. Even though it w u l d
haw been verv heloful for the United ~tate;Suoreme
Court to menion ihis possibility they did not.~&el;
because they directly tie the petition for discmionary
review oroc&s to the"diregaooeal'.
reauirements to
,
preveni"deliberatebypass", it is apparent that the
federai courts inTcould construethis language to
mean bv all claims must be raised in a oetition-fo;
d i s c ~ i b n areview
r~
first, and then
on state
habeas, before state remedies are"exhaurted'.Who
hows? I certainly am not going to be the one to
"tests"the Fifth Circuit on applying such a rule to one
of my cares.

.

(2) JusticeBreyer:dissenting:"l nonetheless see cause
far amimism. lustice Souteis concunine
- ooinion
.
suggests that a federal habeas court should respect a
State's desire that prisoners not file petitions for
discretionary review, where the State has expressed
the desire clearly Ante, at 1-2. On that view. today's
holding creates a kind of presumption that a habeas
petitioner must raise a given claim in a petition for
disrretionaryrwiew in state court priorto raising that
claim on federal habeas,but the State could rebut the
presumption through state law clearly expressinga
desire to the contrary South Camlina has expressed
that contarv. .oreference. See In re Exhaustion afStote
Remeaer o Cnmno! ood Posr-Canncr,onRe..rfCores.
32 S. C 563 47 5 E. 20 151 (1990).0ther Stater
may do the same.'
(3) justice Stevens, dissenting:"ThanMulIr the Court
leaves open the possibility that state supreme c a u N
with discretionary dockets may avoid a deluge of
undesirable claims by making a plain statement-as
Arizona and South Carolina have done, see ante. at 9that they da not wish the apportunrty to review such
claims before they pass into the federal system. I agree
with Justice Souter, oote, at 2, that a proper conception
of comity obviously requires deference to such a

policy But we should accord ruch deference under the
procedural default doctrine, not by allowing state
courts to construe for themselves the federai-law
exhaustion requirement in 5 2254.
(4) In factthe majority opinion may even have invited
such action by the highest courts of the states, when it
was said in Justice O'Canner's Majorty 0pinion:'We
acknowledge that the rule we announce todayrequiring state pflsoners to file prtitianr for
discretionary review when that review is part ofthe
ordinary appellate review procedure in the Statehas
the potenti01to increase the number offilings in state
supreme courts.We alsa recognize that this increased
burden may be unwelcome in some state courts
because the courtr do not wish t o havethe
opportunity t o review constitutional claims before
those claims are presented to a federal habeas court.
See, e.g, h re Exhaustion ofstate Rernefier in Criminal
and Post-ConvictionRelief Cores, 321 5. C. 563.47 1 5. E.
2d 454 (I990); see alsa Stote v Sondon, 16 1 Ariz. 157,
777 P2d 220 (1989). Under these circumstances,
Boerckel may be correct that the increased.
unwelcome burden on state supreme courts dirserver
the comity interests underlyingthe exhaustion
doctrine. In this regard, we note that nothing in our
decision today requires the exhaustion of any specific
state remedy when a State has pmvided thatthat
remedy is unavailable. Section 2254(c). in fact, directs
federal courts to consider whether a habeas petitioner
has"the right under the low ofthe State to rnise, by m y
milable pmcedure,the question presented" (emphasis
added).The exhaustion doctrine, in other words, turns
on an inquiry into what procedures are"milable"
under state law In rum, there is nothing in the
exhaustion doctrine requiring federal courts to ignore
a state law or rule providing that a gien procedure is
not availablewe hold today only that the creation of
a discretionary review system does not, without more,
make review in the Illinois Supreme Court
unavailable."
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Prison Madness: The Mental Health
Crisis Behind Bars and What We
Must Do About It
A Review
by Regina Stonedfarris

I

f you practrce criminal law, you will
eventually represent a client that is
mentally-ill. Often, that dientwill have
been mcarcerated for some portion of his
life. After reading Pnson Madness, you will
better understand how your client got
himself into trouble and appreciate his fear
c ~ going
f
to prison again. Such .in awareness
can only make you a hetter advcate for your
client. It could aLwgivc you the knowledge
you need to protect your client from further
psychological damage.
In his new book, Prison Madness, Dr.
T q Kupers describes what he characterizes
as a "mental health crisis behind bars."
Kupers is a psychiatrist and a professor of
psychology who has studied the conditions
of confinement and the adequacy of
mental health services in jails and prisons
nationwide. Through his explicitdescription
of prison conditions, Kupers illustrates how
7%
,many aspects of prtson life cause prisoners
unnecessary pain and suffering, and create
or exacerbate psychiatric disab~litiesin
inmates. The majority of these 'mates,
Kupers writes, will ultimately be released.
They w~llthenpose a greater tkeat to their
communities than before they entered
pmon because they do not receive adequate
treatmenr.
Kupers candidly reports how suchfacwrs
as over-crowding, double-cellmg and the
resulting poor sanitation increases prison
violence. This violence, writes Kupers,
includes "violence between pmoners, assaults by prisoners on guards, and beatings
and shootings of prtsoners by guards."'
Kupers shows how disciplinary responses to
prisonviolence actually induce the rage and
disorientation that causes prison violence
in the first place rather than reducing the
~iolence.~As
for the effect of such violence
on menrally-ill inmates, Kupers explains
why a mentally-disordered prisoner is
ill-equipped to deal with prison violence and
therefore quickly becomes a target for
stronger inmates. Kupers's vivid description
of the abuse suffered bvweakerprisones is
disturbing to say the least,
--

.--"

Kupers illustrates how prison policies
compound the problems of an abused
mentallydisordered prisoner: If an abused
inmate chooses to report the abuse to prison
officials, he will be required to reveal the
name of his abuser in order to receive the
treatment he needs to overcome the trauma
of the abuse. Naming his abuser, hc~wever,
subjects him to thc ummthrert of retaliation
-retaliation that will almost certainly
result in even greater h a m than the injury
that resulted from the earlier attack. But if
he refuses to name h u abuser, he w ~ l be
l
denied what httle treatment exists in prison,
further exacerbating his trauma.
As a result, Kupers reports, many
mentally-disordered prisoners retreat to
theu cells to avoid being harmed. This
self-imposed isolation only worsens the
symptoms of then illnesses. Other inmates
respond by striking out at other prisoners or
at prison guards. This behavior is then
punished by solitary confinement, which
mggersevenmoreextremesymptomalogy~
Not until he is flagrantly psychotic or
suicidal is an inmate transferred to the
prison's psychiatric unit. And there,
resources are so scarce that a patient is
usually onlymedicated and stabilized before
being returned to the general prison
Because he has not tecewed a
more time-intensive intermed~atelevel of
care, the inmate is still unable to cope with
the stressors inherent to the general prison
population. As a result, the patient's inability
to cope is manifested into the type of
behavior that causes him to be routinely
"recycled" into solitary confinement and
thenhack to the inpatient unit. Ultimately,
the inmate is released ftom prison without
the treatment and rehabilitation services
that might enable him to successfully
re-enter the community. Untreated, the
now ex-prisoner is "ill-prepared to 'go
straight' and contribute constntctively to
community life."'Thus, thenow ex-prisoner
is Likely to offend again and face another
imprisonment. This cycle, Kupers states,
threatens public safety.

To end this vicious cycle, Kupers would
educate and rehabilitate prisoners rather
than merely punish them. He advocates the
abolition of the super-maximum security
units that teach prisoners that they must be
violent to survive, and for the segregation
of nonviolent and mentally-ill offenders
fromviolent offenders. Kupers reasons that,
"[wlhen awful things are done to prisoners
and their emotional needs are ignored, they
become more resentfd and more likely to
repeat the kinds of illegal acts that landed
them in prison.'" Without change, Kupers
states, prisons will continue to turn Out
enraged ex-prisoners, many of whom suffer
serious emotional disorders.'
Kupetsproposesalternative
for mentally-ill individualswho do break the
law, and criticizes the current "trend in the
judicial system to give so little weight to the
mental status of offenders in determining
Rather than send
guilt and senten~ing."~
mentally-ill defendants who commit
non-violent offenses to prison, Kupers
recommends that our
mental health
system be expanded to
facilitiesand
services that would help the mentallydisordered stay out of t r o ~ b l e . ~
The reality of the mental health crisis
Kupers describes can be seen in our own
communities. Only last Feb~aty,an inmate
in the detention center for the City of San
Antonio committed suicide within the first
few hours of his detention, while an inmate
at the Bexar County Jail mutilated himself
by taking out his own eye."'These tragedies
demand that swicty acknowledge the crisis
Kupecs exposesand wtestle with his pqxsals.
In order to effect change, however, each of
us must consider the impact of untreated
mental illness on our citizens and our
community, and to do our part to end
this crisis. dp

P n ' m Madness: The M e n d Health
Crisis Behind Bars and What We
Must D o About It
by Terry Kupers
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AND JUSTICEFOR ALL
BEHIND THE WALLS
An Inmate Criminal Defense Primer
By David P. O'Neil, and Frank A. Zeigler

M.E.3 Note: This arficlewas orignallyprepared for fheY%Ui?entIssues
in Comdlonal Law" seminar, sponsored by the Ctiminal Defense
Lawyers Pmjed, held November 19-20, f998, in College Station. If was
revi&slighUy forpub/icationby the authors, who wish to m&e ~7
that this d ' d edoes not necem'Iy repbent officialpoliuy of T m .

T

to represent an inmate. In caser where the court determines that
representationofco-defendantsare involved, or that representation
by an SCFO attorney creates any conflict of Interest under the
Texas Disciplinary Rules of the Stare Bar of Texas; the court must
appoint an attorney other than an attorney from SCFO.'
In such cases local attorneys are appointed by the court. The
legidatwe scheme for appointment and reimbursement of all trial
costs are covered in Atticles 26.05 and 26.051, Texas Code of
Crinunal Procedure.The county is respwible for the f i t $250.00
of the cost of representation, and the state will pay the remaining
expenses certified by the board. The Board certifies the
rwsonableness of the expenses based upon the fee schedule
contained in Board Policy 13.70, Indigent Offender Repmentatton
Fee Schedule, September 13,1996 (BP-13.70). (Append=).
BP-13.70 establishes a fee schedule for attorney, investigators,
i n t w t m medical experts, and travel expenses. A11ma1 expenras
must be ptaented to the appomtingcourt for approval. The COW
forwards the bills to SCFO for payment. SCFO reviews the
expenses under the guidelines of BP-13.70, and fornards all
approved bills to the Board which t m h s them to the Comptroller
of Public Accounts for action. Excessive or erroneous invoices are
returned with a n explanation. The invoices may be resubmitted
with a ckrification or correction
The District Clerk of the appointing court should be familiar
with these procedures, and should have all the necessary f o m for
submitting expenses. SCFO Administrative Services will answer
any questions regarding expmes and the status of reimbursement
requests. Processing takes 60-90 days. Attorneys have generally
found this delay in payment is more than offsetby the certaiqof
payment often tacking with non indigent clienw.

scale,
exas does everything on a
including leading the nation and the
indUSuhl& world in the per capita imprimnment of its population. It follows
that T~~~~
would also lead the United
States in penal code indictments behind
a cenprison walls. It is for that r-n
ttallzed defense functm, State Counsel
for Offeders-~rid &Services(SCFO),was
established in 1991 to provide cost-effectivecounsel for inmates
charged with Penal Code violations. Based in Huntsville, SCFO
ammeys "ride the circuit" to counties throughout the State where
penal institution venues gives rise to violattons. I t is the only
exclusive Inmare Defense of@ among the 50 states. Most states
appoint laal counsel or assign the countyp&llc defender for those
unable t~ retain legal representation.
SCFO, by virtue of its specialized function, has accumulated a
I
,
,
numb= of "nicks of the trade"&at are indigenous to inmate
defense. This article will share those that are asenttal to meeting
the legal challenges posed by inmate defense. It wtll also focus on
tips necessaty to u n d e r s ~ n d i ithe inmate client, the
world he lives in, and the rules he lives by.
Fitst, the article will detail the procedures that govern
assignment of counsel ininmate cases where SCFO is not mnvolved,
the fee schedule in such cases, and the method of payment. Next,
the discussion will venture "Behind the Walls" to explore the ENTERING THE PRISON MAZE: DISCOVERY
labyrinth of TDCJ departments and records that hold the key to One of the most suiking features about discovery in an inmate
teasanable doubt m mmate cases. Applymg these discovery tools case is tho amount of material evidence available wrthin TDCJ.
tosubstanuve offenses, the analystswill focus on thel'the big three" Nearly every facet ofan &end& life is documented mTDCJftles:
substantive offenses that comprise the bulk of inmate cam and medical,psychiauic, arrests,convictions, disciplinarycases,schwls,
show with specific examples how to approach complicated inmate good conduct, grievances, property, financial, gang affiliation,
classification, housingassignments,housingrestrictions, work, work
defense issues.
Finally, with a series of practical tips, appendices dealing with restrictions, and a plethora of ocher matters that can all be
e v q t h ' i from prison lexicon to a list of TDGf directives every relevant to effective representation in any given inmate case.
inmate defense attorney should know about, and a fmal thought Locating the pertinent informarion, however, can be more like
navigating a maze.
on the defense attorney's best friend, jury nullification, t h ~article
s
It is not enough to know what infomtionTDC] possesses. A
will leave you with the firm conviction that in inmate cases you
request to the wrong department can result in wasted time and
can achieve the noble god every true trial attorney lives for
effort, rebance upon incomplete documentation, or the mistaken
beltef that the necessary information does not exist. An untimely
request may result in the court orderlng an attorney to proceed
"CONFLICT" CASES
The kpislature rewgnized that cases could arise where it would without the informati*. A poorly worded request often produces
c m t e a contlict ofmterest to appoint5tate Counsel forOffenders the wrong information, Knowing the identity of the records
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custodian, the procedures and timeiines for
obtaining the records, and the basis for
entitlement to the records are all critical to
obtaining timely relevant information from
TDCJ.
Although discovery in Texas is extremely
limited? most prosecutors handling inmate
cases observe an "open file" policy. As a
practical matter this promotes plea bargaining.
Many inmates will enter pleanegotiations
once they have been confronted with the
state's case (typically the TDCJ Internal
Affairs InvestigativeReport with correctional
officers' statements, and the inmates "Pen
Packets"). Absent this minimal discovery,
inmates will often refuse to plea, put off
pleading for as long as possible, deluge the
court with letters and motions on their case,
demand an investigator to investigate their
case, or any combination of the above. The
"open file" policy facilitates the speedy and
cost effective disposition of large numbers
of cases.
When other TDCJ records are sought
through discovery, prosecutors suggest that
t h e defense obtain them by a request or
subpoena to TDCJ. SCFO has found
subpoena duces tecum to be the preferred
method for obtaining TDCJ records. Laws
and policies relating to confidentiality
preclude TDCJ's release of most records,
without a court order Some exceptions to
this general rule exist. For instance, an
attorney may receive a copy of their client's
medical record by submitting a signed
\.

medical release form to TDCJ Health
Services Division.
Below are the types of records an attorney
may find helpful in defending an inmate.
The phraseology suggested for subpoena
applications is offered to most clearly
identify the relevant and material records.
Also included is the name and physical
address of the department that holds the
records. Subpoenas should include the name
of the custodian of those records. Attorneys
should call the pertinent department to
obtain the name of the current custodian.
When requesting the custodian's name, be
sure to tell the department that the records
will be required for purposes of a court
proceeding.
Request records in time for the date of
the pretrial hearing. This will allow time to
litigate production of the documents, if the
state files a motion to quash. If at all
possible, do not request records at the last
minute. It will typically take at least one
week after the custodian is served with the
subpoena before the documents can be
mailed or prepared for pickup. To ensure the
documents are received when needed,
allow at least two weeks from the date the
subpoena is served on the records custodian
to the time the documents are needed.
Where the record custodian's presence at
trial is only necessary to authenticate the
records, consider a self-authenticating
affidavit?
The depamnent served with the subpoena
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will generally contact the Office of Legal
Affairs, TDCJ. Overly broad subpoenas, or
subpoenas for documents not material to the
case may prompt a motion to quash the
subpoena. TDCJ usually provides the
prosecution with a copy of all documents
provided to the defense.

A. Internal Affairs Division Records
The Internal Affairs Division of TDCJ may
have documents material to an inmate's
case, other than those contained in the
prosecutor's "open file." Whenever a
correctional officer engages in a use of force
on an inmate, a report must be made to the
Warden. IAD is responsible for reviewing
the process of reporting use of force
incidents, and investigating allegations of
excessive or unnecessary uses of force.' This
report is administrative in nature, and is not
made for law enforcement purposes. Use of
Force (UOF) procedures,directives, reports,
and forms may be found in the TDCJ Use of
Farce Review Training Manuds
Some of the UOF Report is exculpatory
in almost every case where an inmate is
charged with assaulting a correctional
officer. The report includes statements from
inmates who witnessed the incident. They
typically include inmates' assertions of
officer misconduct that provoked the
incident, or other evidence supporting a
self-defense claim.
The report also requires a list of inmates
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who were present at the scene o f t h e
incident, but who declined to make a
statement. This list usually includes the
names of inmates who will support a
self-defense claim. They may have witnessed
misconduct by the correctional officer that
provoked the incident, or they can
otherwise impeach correctional officers'
written statements and trial testimony.
The importance of these reports will be
underscored when talking to a defendant.
Inmates frequently do not call each other
by name. Nicknames are common, and it
may be impossible to locate many wimesses.
The UOF Report will list the witness by
name and TDCJ number. Furthermore, the
defendant, or the witnesses, may have been
in a transient status at the time of the
incident. TDCJ may have moved them to
other units within weeks or days of the
incident. Even if not transients at the time
of the incident, before investigation,
indictment (usually ~redicatedsolelyon the
written statements of the officers as
contained in the IAD Investigative Report),
and appointment of counsel, even many
non-transient witnesses will have been
moved by TDCJ.
Major use of force incidents also require
that a video camera be brought to the scene
of the incident as soon as practicable.6 This
means that, at a minimum, there will be
some footage of the correctional officers
involved, your client, and inmate witnesses
in the vicinity. The video also documents a
defendant's cooperation after the alleged
assault, the extent of injuries to all parties,
the ability to observe the incident from
certain vantage points, and any statements
made by the defendant while the video
camera is recording. These statements will
indude his recitation of injuries to attending
medical personnel, who are required to
inquire about and examine the inmate's
injuries, and to make a record of the
treatment rendered.
Direct subpoenas for use of force reports
to the Custodian of Records, Internal
Affairs Division, BOTTDCJ Administrative
Building, Internal Affairs Division, Spur 59,
Off US 75 North. Huntsville, Texas. The
subpoena should request that the custodian:
"provide original and/or legible reproduction
of records and tangible things; to wit all
TDCJ Internal Affairs Division records,
videotapes, use of force reports and related
witness statements involving the above
named inmate for any and all incidents
occurring on Jhere insert date of alleeed
offense)." To avoid duplication of material
where the prosecutor has already provided

discovery of the IAD Investigative Report
under an "open file" policy, you should add:
"The IAD Investigative Report for this
incident need not be provided."

B. Inmate Classification Records
TDCJ classification records contain a wide
range of materials. Arrests, convictions,
disciplinary infractions, classificationstatus,
administrative requests, housing restrictions,
work restrictions, gang affiliations and a host
of other matters are documented in an
inmate's classification file. The Appendix
contains a list of some of the more frequently
requested documents. Depending on the
nature of the case, these records may be
relevant and material in effectively
representing an inmate client.
Many inmate cases arise from an inmate's
prison gang status or his unwillingness to
join a gang. If the victim in an assault or a
homicide case is from a rival gang, the
prosecution may seek to use a defendant's
gang status to prove motive. The defense
may find the victim's gang affiliation
relevant to an ongoing gang dispute that
supports the defendant's claim of selfdefense. An inmate's indictment on charges
of possessing a deadly weapon in a penal
institution 7 may be explained or even
justified by the gang status, habit of gang
intimidation, or record of prison violence
documented in the TDCJ classification
records of another inmate. Letters and
inmate request forms complainingof threats
by a gang or an individual (contained in
your client's TDCJ classification file) may
~rovidethe reasonable doubt necessary to
win an acquittal.
Other inmate's records of convictions
and disciplinary infractions for violent
offenses may be admissible to support the
reasonableness of a defendant's actions in
an assault or possession of a deadly weapon
case. The disciplinary reports of an inmate's
assaultive behavior in prison will contain
names and TDCJ numbers of his previous
victims. These are witnesses who can
provide opinion or reputation evidence
admissible un'der Tex. R. Evid. 404(a)(2)
snd
-.-405.
, - -.
Even records of an inmate's housing
restrictions may support a defense. Where a
weapon is found in a mattress they can
establish who was assigned to which bunk.
TDCJ Classification records will also show
when an inmate is restricted from the top
bunk due to a medical concern. In cases of
interracialassaults, classification records will
include any previous refusal by an inmate
to be housed with inmates of certain races.

-

T h e confidential nature of inmate
records may cause TDCJ to require
specificity in any subpoena for an inmate's
classificationrecords.Overly broadsubpoenas
may also prompt a motion to quash by the
prosecutor. Because the exculpatory n a m e
of the items referred to above is obvious, a
well tailored subpoena application for them
often will not be contested by the prosecution
or by TDCJ. When it is, be prepared to show
materiality.
Any subpoena duces tecum for TDCJ
classification records of an inmate should
be sent to Custodian, Inmate Records, BOT
Warehow Complex, TCCJJIDAdminisnation,
Spur 59, off US 75 North, Huntsville,Texas.
It should state the name andTDCJ number
of the inmate whose records are needed.
TDCJ thoroughly reviewsall classification
records provided pursuant to a subpoena.
They will black out information regarding
matters they deem to be confidential or to
pose security breaches. Failure to request
these classification records prior to final
pretrial hearings may foreclose timely
litigation of critical discovery issues.
Finally, be aware that unit classification
records exist on each inmate in a TDCJ-ID
prison unit. These records may contain
matter not in the TDCJ classification
records. When in doubt about whether there
may be additional information in the unit
classification record, it would be wise to
include a similarly specific subpoena duces
tecum to the Custodian of Records for the
unit of the inmate whose records you need.
The Warden is usually the custodian of unit
records, but call the unit to confirm the
name of the custodian.

C. Medical and Psychiatric Records
Inmate medical and psychiatric records are
among the most frequently requested by
defense attorneys.This isdue to theprevalence
of assault cases, the large number of inmates
with psychiatric or head trauma histories,
and the relatively low IQ of many inmates.
In addressing the threshold question of
competence to stand trial,8 the initial
client interview can reveal many reasons to
obtain the ~svchiatric
record of vour client
* .
or the victim. Where competency issues are
not obvious in the initial interview, the large
number of cases that involve assaults almost
guarantees that the medical condition of
your client, or that of an alleged inmate
victim, will be at issue.
Obtaininga client's medical and psychiatric
records is relatively easy. They may be
obtained by giving TDCJ Health Services a
completed copy of the medical release form
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HAS-27 (rev. 3/98)(Appendix). It must be
signed by your client. A subpoena may be
used in lieu of the release form. Subpoena
medical or psychiatric records from the
Custodian of Inmate Medical Records,
TDCJ Administrative Building, 1-45 &
Hwy. 30, Huntsville, Texas.
A medical release may also be used to
obtain the medical or psychiatricrecords of
an alleged victim or witness. Understandably,
this may prove more problematic. In cases
where a subpoena will be used, tailor the
application for specific records. Examples
include: records of all complaints and
treatment for the injuries allegedly sustained
at the hand of the defendant, or records
pertaining to preexisting injuries similar to
those allegedly inflicted by the defendant.
When requesting medical or psychiatric
records, the key is to understand the many
and varied rewrds that exist. The Appendix
includes a comprehensive list of the types
of TDCJ inmate medical and psychiatric
records. A request for all medical and
psychiatric records on an inmate should
reference and attach this list. This will
produce voluminous records and should be
tailored, where practicable, to state the type
of records requested and the pertinent time
period.
Although most items on the list are
self-explanatory, a few are not. PAMIO
records refer to the records kept on inmates
who attend the Program for the Aggressively
, Mentally I11 Offender (PAMIO) the ill
Clements Unit in Amarillo. Medication
compliance records are critical in evaluating
whether an inmate's behavior may have
been affected by medication received, or bv
the failure to receive res scribed medications.
The "Blue" file refers to records of any
program in which an offender participated,
such as the Substance Abuse Program. The
"Brown" files refer to an inmate's overall
medical records.

D. Employee Disciplinary Records

disciplined for bringing contraband to against an inmate may also be material, as
inmates in the prisonmay include the names discussed above.
of other witnesses who can testify to this
Subpoenas for these rewrds should be
habit, and perhaps other facts that support sent to. Custodian of Records, Master
your defense.
Employee Records, TDCJ Personnel Office.
Where a n inmate is charged with assaulting 3009 Hwy. 30 West, Huntsville. Texas.
a correctional officer, disciplinary records These records can be voluminous and
showing the officer used excessive force always contain irrelevant and immaterial
against other inmates will contain the personal information of a confidential
names of potential witnesses who can nature. Subpoenas should be tailored to
provide character evidence under Tex. R. request only records material to your case.
Evid. 404(a)(2), and 405. The officer's
disciplinary will also contain names of F. Miscellaneous Records
witnesses who may support defense claims Inmate trust fund records may be subpoenaed
that the conduct constitutes evidence of the from, Custodian,Inmate Trust Fund Records,
officer's habit of abusing inmates, admissible FM 247 at Byrd Unit (formerly Diagnostic ,
under Tex. R. Evid. 406. Furthermore, the Unit), Huntsville, Texas.
conduct, as well as the fact that the officer
Inmate disciplinary hearing records may
was disciplined, may be admissible to show be subpoenaed from the warden of the unit
bias of the officer,1°pursuant to Tex. R. Evid. on which the inmate is currently assigned.
T h e hearing records will document the
613(b).
These are just some of the ways an inmate's plea to the offense, and any
officer's disciplinary offenses may be evidence presented at the hearing. They
material to an inmate case. Knowledge of usually include written statements and
au o f f i c r r l ~ d ~ ~ i ~ record
l i n ~ r has
y often bccn summaries of or.11temmonv.
T h e tape recording oi ;In inmate's
helpful inc~htamingfavor.~hlt.plca~~ffcfclla~~d

p in the face, or a punch in the
and has, bought more than a few
s an additional 25-99 Bears. The
t ~ p i c a"punch
l
in the nose" case involves
GOSS
C O ~ ~ Z where
U ~ ~both
~ S0ffi
inmate allege cursing, shovi
and other ~ ~ O V O C U ~ ~ O ~ .
even dismissals. Defense attorneys should
tenaciously pursue a complaining officer's
disciplinary records. Subpoenas for TDCJ
employee disciplinary records should be sent
to, Custodian of Employee Disciplinary
Records, Labor Relations, TDCJ-ID
Personnel Office, 1-45 & Hwy. 30,
Huntsville, Texas.

Correctional officers who are potential
wimesses against an inmate may have a
history of disciplinary infractions while E. Employee Personnel Records
working at TDCJ. Request discovery of Employee personnel records may also be
these disciplines, or subpoena them, when material in certain cases. Documentsrelating
they are material to the case. Depending on to worker's compensation claims may be
the facts, materiality may not be difficult to material in assault cases. TDCJ records will
show.
also show if a correctional officer has any
For example, in a case where the defendant prior convictions that may be admissiblefor
is charged with possession of a controlled impeachment. Documents regarding an
substance in a penal institution, evidence employee's termination by, or separation
of the officer's habit of bringing contraband from, TDCJ may be material to the officer's
to inmates may be part of the defense case.9 bias or motive in an inmate case. Documenw
Any evidence of the officer's having been relating to an officer's excessive use offorce
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disciplinary hearing may be subpoenaed
from the warden of the unit on which the
disciplinary hearing was conducted. All
major inmate disciplines must be recorded.
The recording must be maintained for two
years."
Inmate grievances may be subpoenaed
from Custodian, Inmate Grievances, ROT
TDCJ Administrative Building, Spur 59 off
Hwy. 75 North, Huntsville, Texas. These
grievances are filed by inmate name.
TDCJ directives and policies may be
subpoenaed from Custodian of Records,
Executive Services, BOT Administrative
Bldg., Spur 59 off U.S. Hwy. 75N. A
subject index of the directives and policies
that are most germane to defending inmate
cases is in the Appendix. Virtually every
aspect of prison life is goueryd by a regulation
or policy. They can be ualtiabk resources for
the defense. Be sure to subpoena the directive

that was in effect during the incident
in question.

disciplined, indicted, or both. Trying not to
sound too jaded, the reports are remarkably
l
Division
predictable. An ~ n t e k a Affairs
THE BIG THREE: COMMON (IAD) Investigative Report is also
INMATE INDICTMENTS
completed for this and all other incidents
Aggravated assaults, and the possession of that involve alleged criminal activity by an
drugs and weapons provide the basis for a inmate.
majority of the indictments retuned
Once the IAD report is completed, the
on inmates. As common as these offenses prosecutor's office is consulted as to whether
are, in the prison setting they raise some the matter warrants presentment to the
issues unlikely to have been seen by most
grand jury. While the injuries to the officer
"free world" attorneys. The issues these
are sometimes serious, and even life
offenses raise provide a perspective that
threatening, the vast majority of cases
will greatly benefit the defense of any
involve little more than a "punch in the
inmate case.
nose." T h e inmates are typically not
indicted for aggravated assault on a public
A. The 25 to 99 "Punch in
servant under, Tex. Pen. Code Section
the Nose"
22.02, because that would require proof of
One of the most common prison cases is the the seldom present element of "serious
25 to 99 "punch in the nose" case. The bodily injury" or "use or exhibition of a
offense of assault is contained in Tex. Pen. deadly weapon." In counties that do not
Code Section 22.01. It is a misdemeanor if include enhancement paragraphs in the
a person "(1) intentionally, knowingly, or initial indictment, thev are usuallv added
recklessly causes bodily injury t o in a new indictment, if the inmate refuses
another.. .!' When an offender commits the the stateb plea offer.
offense against a person the actor knows is
~~~d on the IAD Investigative Report,
c
while the public servant is thestate's case will usually include anywhere
a ~ u b l i servant
lawfully discharging an official duty, the from one to three correctional officers
offense becomesa third degreefelon~."The stating that the correctional officer was
enhancement provision of Tex. Pen. Code attacked without provocation while
Section 12.42(d) further makes this ~erforming
duties in strict compliance with
otherwise misdemeanor offense into a felony TDCJ policy. The reports usually indicate
~unishableby a term of imprisonment of not the inmate was in violation of some rule for
less than 25 years or more than 99 years. which the correctional officer was counseling
This scheme of enhancement lends the inmate, or escorting him out of the area
credibility to the title of Jeffrey Rehan's to isolate the disruptive behavior. Based on
book "The Rich Get Richer and the Poor the IAD Report the state will appear to have
Get Prison."
an open and shut case. However, these cases
A slap in the face, or a punch in the nose have been successfully defended with the
can, and has, bought more than a few right discovery, proper investigation, and a
inmates an additional 25-99 years. The creative approach to the jury charge.
typical "punch in the nose" case involves
Discovery should start with subpoenas or
cross complaints where both officer and Open Records Act requests for TDCJ's
inmate allege cursing, shoving and other Employee's Rules of Conduct; theTDCJ Use
provocation. At such time as the inmate
Force Plan; the Use of Force Report
threatens, assaults, or defends himself related to the incident in the indictment;
against the correctional officer, the officer all documents relating to your clients
is authorized to use the minimal force administrative disciplinary hearing on the
necessary to control the situation and charged offense (including the audio tape
prevent injury." This frequently results in required to be made in major disciplinary
a "major use of force" where numerous cases); the TDCJOffender Orientation
officers respond to the scene, restrain the Handbook; and any TDCJ directive or
inmate, and videotape the inmates removal, policy that has bearing on the case. These
to the dispensary and,.subsequently, to policies and directives establish the
guidelines for a correctional officer's lawful
pre-hearing detention.
Statements are then collected for inclusion performance of duties. Using them to raise
in the required adminismiwe major use of a reasonable doubt about whether the
force report, wherein the officers involved correctional officer was lawfully discharging
state their version of how the incident his duties at the time of the alleged assault,
began. Iftheofficersassume blame, they are raises t h e lesser included Class A
disciplined, fired, or indicted. If the officers mdemean~rassault.~'Sincethemisdemeanor
place blame on the inmate, the inmate is cannot be enhanced, t h e potential

.

imprisonment range can be reduced from
25-99 years in the TDCJ Institutional
Division to a maximum of 1 year in jail.L5
In cases where injuries to the correctional
officer are minor, or where the evidence casts
the correctional officer as an overbearingbully,
the jury may feel a 25 year minimum is
grossly disproportionateto the offense. With
proper voir dire on the punishment range
for a defendant with two prior felonies, and
where the defendant testifies (and the jury
is therefore aware of the defendant's two
priorfelonies) the jury may be more inclined
to find the lesser offense to avoid the 25-99
year punishment range.
To guide the jury in its determination of
whether the correctional officer was in the
lawful discharge of his duties, prepare an
appropriate jury charge. In cases where the
evidence has raised the issue of the lesser
included offense of misdemeanor assault,
numerous trial courts have accepted the
following jury charge, predicated on
pertinent parts of the Texas Penal Code
relating t o Official Oppression,16 and
Violation of the Civil Rights of a Person in
Custody:"
"You are instructed that a public servant
actingunder color ofhis office or employment
commits an offense if h e intentionally
subjects another to mistreatment, knowing
his conduct is unlawful.
"Furthermore, an official or employee of
a correctional facility commits an offense if
he intentionally denies a person in custody
in the exercise or enjoyment of any right,
privilege, or immunity knowing that his
conduct is unlawful."
Cross examination of the correctional
officer using hypothetical examples can
establish that the officer knows the conduct
in dispute would constitute mistreatment or
denial of a right or privilege. Defense
witnesses can then establish the conduct.
Another proposed instruction that has
met with less acceptance from trial courts,
but which can present a good appellate
issue, focuses on failure to comply with the
laws or TDCJ policies governing the duties
in question.
"For purposes of the offense of Assault
on a Public Servant, a public servant is
acting in the lawful exercise of official power
or lawful discharge of an official duty, if the
person is performing their duties in
compliance with the laws and official
directives governing the performance of
those duties."18
Where the evidence goes beyond the
issue of whether the correctional officer was
lawfully discharginghis official duty, and any
evidence is presented that the correctional
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officer was using unlawful force against the punishment range is the same (25-99 years),
defendant, or that the defendant reasonably and the elements ofproof for Section 46.10
believed h e was in danger from t h e are relatively straightforward and easily
correctional officer, the defense is also proven. It not only avoids the issue of
serious bodily injury, but also obviates
entitled to a self-defense instruction."
The defendant's testimony may raise the calling often unreliable and easily intimidated
evidence necessary for a self-defense inmate victim wimesses. The state instead
instruction, but often his testimony is relies upon correctional officers' testimony
unnecessary or undesirable. The bulk of that the defendant was found in possession
assault cases occur in the presence of other of the weapon when the dust settled.
However, Tex. Pen. Code Section 9.02
inmates. Investigators should obtain cell
assignment rosters, medical lapins, work provides that it is a defense to prosecution
rosters, or other rosters pertinent to the if conduct is justified. Section 9.22,
Necessity, further states:
locale of the ~ncident.
Where evidence of the alleged victim's
Conduct is justified if:
violent character will be offered by the
(1) the actor reasonably believes the
defense, the court may require that some act
conduct is immediately necessary to
of aggression by the alleged victim be shown
avoid imminent harm;
before evidence of the alleged victim's
( 2 ) the desirability and urgency of
avoiding the harm clearly outweigh,
violent character is admi~sible.'~This
according
to the ordinary standards of
should be considered when preparing crossreasonableness,the harm sought to be
examination and when determining the
prevented by the law proscribing the
order in which to call defense witnesses.
conduct; and
(3) a legislative purpose to exclude the
justification claimed for the conduct
B. The "Shank in the Tank"
does
not otherwise plainly appear.
Perhaps the most common criminal offense
InJanuary w. State, 811 S.W.2d631 (Tex.
for which inmates are indicted is a violation
of Tex. Pen. Code Section 46.10, Deadly App. Tyler 1991), the court of appeals
Weapon in a Penal Institution, or, as it is concluded that the defense of necessity is
more fondly known, the "shank in the tank." not available for the offense of Deadly
The prevalence of these homemade Weapon in a Penal Institution. The court,
weapons in a penal institution bears failing to consider any legislative intent
testimony to <he reality base of television beyond what it construed from the face of
shows such as HBO's " OZ" (Oswald State the statute, reasoned that the legislative
Penitentiary).Prison is a dangerous place. To intent of the offense was mutually exclusive
know which came first, the shanks or the of the necessity defense.
January is inconsistent with Spakes w.
perils of prison, it might be best to rephrase
the issue in more familiar terms: "shanks State, 913 S.W.2d 597 (Tex. Crim. App.
don't kill, people do." Regardless of how 1996) wherein the Court of Criminal
the issue is framed, the reality is that not all Appeals addressed the defense of necessity
inmates possess weapons for the avowed in a prison escape case. T h e Court
purpose of killing or maiming their fellow concluded t h a t "[tlhe plain language
inmates. Although t h a t fact appears codifying the necessity defense evinces a
irrelevant at first blush, a careful analysis of legislative intent that the defense apply to
all offenses unless the legislature has
the law proves otherwise.
It is a thud degree felony to intentionally, specifically excluded it from them.""
In RiweraV. State, 948 S.W. 2d 365 (Tex.
knowingly, or recklessly carry, possess, or
conceal a deadly weapon. For most inmates App. Beaumont 1997), the court criticized
indicted for this offense, that, once again, the holding in January and found there was
means a 25-99 year sentence because of the no legislative intent to exclude necessity as
habitual statute. The harshness of this fact a defense to deadly weapons cases. It is clear
may be lost on those who are unfamiliar with ;hat]anuary was wrongly decided.
Defense attorneys must be careful to
the abundance of deadly weapons in the
prison, and are oblivious to the number of properly frame the issue of necessity in
inmates who possess these weapons out of a prison deadly weapon cases. A generalized
determination to ward off sexual attacks and fear of harm is not sufficient to raise the issue
of imminent harm." Even a defendant's
other violent crimes wmmon in prison.
The state often indicts assaults involving belief that his conduct is immediately
deadly weapons under Section 46.10 rather necessary to avoid imminent harm may be
than under Section 22.02, Aggravated "unreasonable as a matter of law."D In
Assault. Under the habitual statute, the Rivera, the defense painted a clear picture
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of imminent harm. Defendant and a rival
gang member were on a prison run when
they were showered with weapons by
fellow inmates. The undisputed understandmg
was that Rivera would be attacked, and
possibly killed, if h e did not pick up one of
the weapons and defend himself."
All deadly weapon cases need not be
as clear cut as in Rivera to entitle the
defense to a necessity instruction. However,
Brazelton, and Egger make it clear that not
every inmate who possesses a deadly weapon
out of fear for his life will be entitled to an
instruction on the defense of necessity. If a
defendant truly believes his conduct was
immediately necessary to avoid imminent
harm, h e must steadfastly assert that, if he
testifies. The defense inust also present
eno~~hsupportingfacts
to avoid a trial court
ruling that the defendant's beliefs were
unreasonable as a matter of law.
Those supporting facts may come from
a variety of sources. As in Rivera, the
correctional officer may be able to explain
the realities of the situation. A defendant's
well documented written or oral expressions
of immediate fear for his safety will be
important. Other inmates may testify about
how an inmate or gang that was terrorizing
your client possessed the capability to strike
immediately, and had done so in the past.
Still other inmates or even correctional
officers can testify that TDCJ was helpless
to prevent the harm the defendant feared.
TDCJ simply lacks the facilities to transfer
every inmate who is threatened, to provide
them protection, or even to adequately
investigate their complaints.
The most
evidence, however,
may be the inmates who are willing to wme
forth and testify to their hellish experiences
as sexual victims of the gang or inmate your
client lived in fear ofnight and day. Nothing
is as compelling as recalling the image of
the sympathetic sexual victim who testified
about the indignities perpetrated on him
reminding the jury that the defendant's only
real choice was to either stand up and
defend himself, or to resign himself to the
same sexual depravities suffered by those
who lacked that courage.
Where the necessity defense is not raised
by the evidence,other commonshortcomings
in deadly weapon cases may be. Three other
common reasons for acquittal in these cases
include failure to prove possession, failure
to prove the weapon is deadly, or failure to
prove the item is a weapon.
Not infrequently, the state will charge
possession of a weapon when a weapon is
found in a cell shared by two inmates. Proof
of possession by a particular inmate may be

-

problematic, particularly where the other
inmate will not testify, or where he has a
history of possessing weapons. A check of
the cell mate's records may sometimes
reveal disciplinary cases for possessing
weapons identical to the one in question. A
check of cell assignments may also reveal
that the cell was recently occupied by
another inmate with a history of weapon
possessions. When the weapon was found
secreted away inside the cell there is the
issue of a knowing possession.
Another common scenario that calls
possession into question occurs when the
inmates know a shakedown is coming. Cell
corridors have been known to become
cluttered with contraband thrown out of
cells when inmates learn of a n impending
or ongoing shakedown. Although not
common, some inmates have been charged
for possessing whatever landed in front of
their cell. A cell assignment roster will
usually produce numerous witnesses who

Tex. R. Evid. 508, Identity of Informer, to
keep the informant's identity secret.
Because the fourth amendment is
virtually nonexistent in prison, it will be
impossible to demand the informant's
identity under Tex. R. Evid. 508(c)(3) by
arguing his unreliability tainted the search.
If the necessary showing of materiality on
the merits of the case can be made under
Tex. R. Evid. 508(c)(2), the state may be
required to disclose the informant. In some
cases, however, the relationship between the
informant and the defendant may be so
prejudicial that it will be better not to raise
the relationship. Instead, it may be preferable
simply to establish there was an inmate
informant. Then, in closing, argue reasonable
doubt based on the informant's "obvious"
suspect motives, and the state's unexplained
secretive behavior in not revealing the
informant.
To meet their burden in these deadly
weapon cases, the state must also prove the

e necessit~defense is not raised b~ the
s:"!&ide&e,
,.. . ...
other common shortcomings in d e a d l ~
~ ~ ' " w t o t pcases
o n maH be. Three other common
reasonsjbr acquittafin these cases includ
to prove possession, failure to prove the
deadlg, or failure to prove the item is a
can testify to the confusion that can exist item seized is, in the manner of its use or
in such shakedowns. This scenario also intended use, capable of causing death or
tendstoraisechainofc~stod~issues.
When serious bodily injury, or t h a t i t was
evidence is piling up fast and deep, it can manifestlydesigned madeor adapted for the
easily be attributed to the wrong inmate.
purpose of inflicting death or serious bodily
Scenarios may also exist where inmates injury?l The large number of "weapons"
are set up because of lover's feuds, gang seized and their various stages ofpreparation,
rivalries, personal differences, or an inmate's raise some interesting factual issues that
desire to curry favor with an officer, IAD, make it imperative for a defense attorney to
the warden, or others. These cases are insure they view the evidence.
usually apparent from the manner in which
Experience has shown that some "deadly
the shank was found. In some, the defendant weapons"neverreach thestage ofpreparation
or his cell is searched for no apparent where they are either deadly or even
reason, andno other searches are conducted. recopizable as a weapon. In one such case
Inothem the ~ f fgo~right
s to the k a t i o n the prosecutor dismissed the case for that
of the weapon.
, reason after the defense attorney visited him
In many of these cases, the state's file will to view the evidence. (Unfortunately, a
not refer to an informant, or the basis of the rndefendant in chat case had already pled
search. Your client, however, will usually .guilty to possessing the "deadly weapon!')
know when he has been "snitched on" and In another case, it became clear that the
even the name of the snitch. The first time deadlyweapon in question did have aneedle
the prosecutor is aware of an informant in a sharp point that could inflict serious bodily
routine case may well be when you advise injury, but it was a tattoo gun in possession
him of it. After confirming that there is an of a well known inmate tattoo artist. Albeit
informant, the state will usually rely upon contraband, hardly wonh life imprisonment.

That case was also dismissed.
Because inmates are not permitted to buy
or receive tools, they sometimes fashion
tools out of other items. Unfortunately, if
the item looks like it could be used as a
weapon, t h e inmate is charged with
possessionof a weapon. If it looks too much
like a weapon, he may be convicted of
possessing a deadly weapon, regardless of its
intended use. In defending such a case it
helps to have the item the "tool" was
created to fix." I t also helps if other
inmates saw the defendant using the item
for the intended use, or if others can testify
that it is an item commonly used for
purposes other than a weapon.

C. The "Jointin &e Joint"
I t is a third degree felony to possess a
controlled substance in a penal institution?'
The overwhelming majority of these inmate
cases involve a users' amount of marijuana.
Once again, a misdemeanoroffense becomes
a 25-99 case by virtue of the inmate's
residence in a penal institution and his
multiple prior convictions.
The ready availability of drugs in prison
is driven by a number of factors including
profit, demand for personal use, its
convenience as an exchange medium, the
frequent comings and goings of inmates
working outside the prison, the poor salary
schedule for TDCJ correctional officers,
visitations by inmates' friends, and gang
activity. Drugs are so prevalent in TDCJ,
that the state has obtained numerous
indictments against death row inmates for
possession of controlled substances. If the
state obtains a conviction in such a case, it
poses an interesting "stacking" issue.
Many of the possession issues discussed
above in relation to deadly weapons also
apply to possession of controlled substances
as well, but the fungible nature of drugs
makes proper handling of evidence in drug
cases much more important than in weapons
cases. A series of factors, however, conspire
against careful handling of drug evidence.
Correctional officers are involved in
numerous shakedowns. Many of the cases
come to trial years later, when witnesses
have little or no independent recollection
of what happened. Some of the items seized
in these shakedowns appear to be rather innocuous items of contraband. Only later are
they determined to be drugs, such as when
cigarettes are reported seized, but marijuana
possession is later charged (sometimes after
numerous other items have been seized).
Sloppy handling of evidence, not uncommon
in large shakedowns, can combine with
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some or all of these other factots to make it
difficult for the state to present a coherent,
wnststent recollection of events that jurors
may be ex~ecting.~
Drug testmg procedures can also present
problemsfor the state in prison drug cases,
lust as they do in "free world" cases.
Sometimes thestate conducts no labotamry
analysis on the alleged drugs only a field
test. Voir due of the unit IAD agent who
conducts these field tests willgenerallyshow
that unit IAD agents are not trained m
conducting filed tests. The test results can
be excluded by showing that the agent
knows nothing more about the test than
what he read in the test kit insrmctions.
In a recent case where the field test was
excluded and no other analysis had been
done by the Department of Public Safety,
the state attempted to prove the substance
in question was marijuana by having a n
inmate light the evidence on the wimess
stand before the lury. The court denied the
defense objection to this demonstration, as
it did the inmate's request to conduct his
own "analysts!' It is unclear what the court
would have ruled if the inmate had
promtsed not to inhale.
Aftex the jury was unable to reach a
verdict in that case, all but one of the jurors
tndicated the courtroom field test left little
doubt that the substance was marijuana.
The defense prevailed, with 10 jurors,
however, on &e h u e of whether the state
had proven that the defendant knowingly
\ possessed the marijuana. Although it was
'found in the defendant's property, other
inmates had access to the area where the
property was stored. Thecase was ultimately
dismissed.

-

selection. Since most prison units are
located in ruralcounties, the above scenario
is not uncommon, and your thirty m u t e s
is spent hopelessly trying to identify all of
the challenges for cause. Under the theory
that it doesn't hurt to ask, SCFO has begun
filing, with some success, a Motion to
1.1squalify Jurors As a Matter of Law who
are employed by TDCJ-Institutional
Divtsion (Appendix). At the very least, the
motion sensitizes the judge to be more
inclined to excuse TDCJ employees dunng
voir dire. The Texas Government Code
section 62.105, provides that a person
should be dtsqualified as a petite juror if he
is "interested, directly or indirectly in the
subject matter of the case". When the above
statute is read in conjunction wtth Tex.
Crim. Proc. Art.35.16 C.CP.(Challenge for
Cause), a follows that correctional employees
would be biased m favor of any witness
employed by T X J ,since they recelve thew
l i v e l i i d and advancement through that
agency.

B. Restraints in the Courtroom

Too often a defendant will he'chained out"
from the prison Into the courtroom in front
of an assembled jury pool. The prejudice is
obvious. While county personnel are
mindful of thii with pre-trial defendants,
some TDCJ transportationofficers are nafve
to the ways of the courthouse and operate
with higher level of security precautions for
conv~ctedinmates. A Motion Not to be
Tried in Jail Clothes or Restraintsshould be
filed to alert the local prosecutor and
bailiffs to this violarion of the presumption
of innocencez9 (Appendu). Conversely,
there are occasions when TDCJ specifically
MOTION PRACTICE
requests chams and jail clothes (escape
Form books are numerous with boilerplate history) orjustchamsforthmeadminisnatively
motions for the defense of a criminal case. segregated clients witha propensity towards
However, the motions discussed below violence,
aren't readily available, unless you have
access to handwrittencopies floatmg around C. Snitch Testimony
prtson law libraries. For that reason, the The State's case will sometimes involve the
Appendices following this article contain
testimony of another inmate as a key
some mohons appropriate m selected inmate
wimess (althouqh "the code of silence"
cases and dtscussed below.
onerates
extensivelvwitlun~risonand even
-r
victims
often
re& to citify). The real
A. Voir Dire
isSue
from
SCFO's
perspective is that
~maginestan~~ng~frontof~lftvPtospective
inducements
can
be
offered
by correctional
you look around
jWOB in arural setting.
officm
to
selected
inmates
for
information
room, you notice ah
the
that
is
outside
the
purview
of
the
charging
are attired in the gray unlfom of a TDCJ
correctional officer.
you review the authority.Whi1eimmunity frompmecution,
juror questioqaes,
you dtscover another dismissals, and reduced sentences are
one.&lrd are e i related
~ to correctional regularly encountered and cross-examined
officers, or have clerical positions at the for bias in crtminal trials; the reward
local prison units;and finally, the Court structure takes on a more subtle context
graciously allots thirty minutes for jury behind prison walls.

one-w

An inmate may be promised any number

of perks by an officer in exchange for his
"rewllection!' These include double chow,
extra commissary, and more law library
visits a11of consideable value to inmates.
A standard discovery motion under B d y
u. Marylad 373 US. 83 (1963) wdl not
expose the office~/inmatereward structure
since the prosecutor will claim lack of
knowledge. Because of the unique
compensationatissue,SCFO routmely files
a Motion to Requue the State To Reveal
&g Agreement whtch does more than ask
for p s t "leniency agreements" (Appendix).
I t puts the prosecutor on notice to
affirmativelyquestion prison personnel and
inmate witnesses as to other forms of
"rewards" that routinely operate behind
prison walls and may color testimony.

-

D. Limiting the Impact of
Prior Convictions When an
Inmate Testifies
If a defendant testifies, the jury will already
know he has been convicted of somethmg
because of the crime scene.MComplicating
his appearance on the stand, isapnor record
which includes pejorative offenses, such as
sexual crimes or offenses against children.
SCFO has successfully used a Motion to
Testify Free From ImpeachmentFrom Prior
Convictions (Appendix). The argument
frames the question as to prejudtce that
attaches in the guilt/innocence phase when,
for example, your client testifies in an
Assault on a Correctional Officer, and the
State uses a sexual assault conviction to
impeach under the Tex. R. Crim. Evid.
Rule
.
.-.
-

609.
- -.

In the example above, the court must
balance the impeachment value of the
sexual assault conviction and the prejudtce
that will accrue in the jury's mind m a case
charging Assault on a Correctional Officer.
Since credibility is the issue in Tex. R. Evid.
Rule 609, most courts could be ~ersuaded
to exclude the conviction.
The authority for the above motion is
Them u. State, 845 S.W. 2d 874 (Tex. Crim.
ADD. 1996). In balancine the vrobative
value versus prejudicial iffect, ;he court
listed five factors to be considered by the
trial court beforeadmittingthe nature of the
prior conviction: 1. Impeachment value; 2.
Remoteness;3. Similarity m instant offense;
4. Importance ofdefendant's testimony; and
5. Importance of the credibility issue.
On a related issue, in an article m the
VOICE:l Bruce Fox details Old Chief u.
U.S.,117 S.CT. 644, whereintheSuveme
Coutt ruled that in predicate offenses, the
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 33)
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c-'
Federal Corner

What Happens When the Government Says, "But,
Judge, We Can't Give Them the Tapes.
They've Been Erased."

W

e are walting for the United
States Distrlct Court for the
Northern Dlstrict of Texas
(Judge Barefoot Sanders) to resolve that
lssue after the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit reversed the
defendant's conviction in a case styled
United States u. Rmnrrez, -F3d -,
1999 WL 261638 (5'h C1r.1999) and
remanded it to the district court to hold a
hearing to "wagh the degree of negligence
or bad faith involved, the importance of the
evldence lost, and the evidence of guilt
adduced a t trial m order to come to a
determination that will serve the ends
of justice."
The cast of characters in Ramirer was as
follows:
Ronald Secrease was an employee
of the Bureau of Prlsons (a special
investigation supervisor) a t the federal
prison i n Seagoville, Texas. He was
involved in ~nvestigatingthe smuggling of
dmgs into that facility.
Wendell Blount was an inmate at
Seagovllle who was serving time for a
white-collar tax offense. Blount was acting
as an Informant and assisnngSecrease m his
investigation.
Carmen Ramlrez (the defendam)
was the wife of an inmate who was
~ncarceratedat the Seagovdle faclllty.
Secrease's investigation revealed that she
was attempting to smuggle heroin into the
facility. She was convicted of conspuacy to
distribute herom in violation of Title 21
U.S.C. 5 846.
During the course of the investigation,
Blount was continually updating Secrease
through written notes and telephone calls,
These telephone calls were routmely taped
by prison officials. At trial, Blount testified
as a witness for the government. O n
cross-examination, the defendant learned of
the telephone conversations between
Blount and Sectease and moved the district
court to requlre the government to drsclose
the tape recordings of these conversatlons.
On the following day, the government

produce the tapes due to its good faith oversight or negligence. The court concluded,
" u n d e r theJencks Act, we wmider results,
not motive." Beasley, 576 E2d at 627.
"Unless a nondisclosure was harmless error,
even where the prosecution
reversal is r&
has acted in good faith." United States v.
McK&, 768E2d 602,609 (ShCir. 1985).
At this point in the opinion, it looks as
though Ramirez is going to slam dunk the
government; however, where lost or
destroyed evidence is involved, it's just not
that simple. The Fifth Circuit has followed
the lead of the D.C. Circuit in such cases:
... in the case of lost or destroyed
evidence, we apply a separate analysis.
In United States u. Bryant, 439 F.2d 642
(D.C.Cir.1971) the courf formulated
a new approach for lost or destroyed
ER. (Buck) kura, Jr.
evidence cases under the Jencks Act,
produced recordings of two conversations
Brady and Rule 16 because of the
between Blount and Secrease but reported
unique circumstancesfacing a court in
that all other tapes containing conversations
that situation. '[I]n these cases we are
between them had been destroyed. As it
entirely in the dark.' Because the
turned out, the government was only able
evidence isno longer available we have
no idea whether it would have been
to produce the recordings of these two
favorable to the defendant. As in this
conversations because they were on the
case, the government's case in Bryant
same tape that the government had
subpoenaed from the Bureau of Prisons
also essentially relied on the testimony
which contamed telephone conversatlons
of one witness. A government agent
between the defendant and her husband.
recorded the conversations of the
The defendant moved for m~strialand,
witness and then 'misplaced' the tape
alternatel y , to strlke the testimony of
because he deemed it unimportant to
Blount and Secrease because of t h e
the case. The court held that Jencks
Act sanctions should be imposed in
unavailability of the tapes for crossexamination. The district court found that
cases of bad faith and negligent
the tapes were not in the “possession of the
suppression of evidence but not in the
case of good faith lass by the government.
government" and also that there was "...no
culpabilq on the government's part andno
Because the court found the record on
to Ramirez as a result of the
appeal inadequate, it remanded to the
trial court to 'weigh the degree of
destruction of the tapes."
negligence or bad faith involved, the
A panel of the circuit (Higginbotham,
Duhe and DeMoss) determmed that the
importance of the evidence lost, and
the evidence of guilt adduced at trial
tapes were in the possession of the Bureau
in order to come to a determination
of Prisons and, therefore, that they were in
that will serve the ends of justice.' We
the "possession of United States" as defined
have adopted this approach when
by the Jencks Act. The court went on to
find that the district court had also erred in
deciding lost and destroyed evidence
cases. SeeJohnstonu. Pimnan, 731 E2d
excuslng the government's failure to
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1231, 1234 (5" Cir.1984); Armstrong
v. Collier, 534 E2d 72,78 (5qir.1796);
United Srates u. Rojm, 502 E2d 1042,
1044 (ShCir.1974).
The court noted that there was little
evidence in the recordas to the government's
culpability in failing to disclose the tapes.
As to the government's claim that it had
no knowledge of the recordings until the
defense's cross-examination of Blount, the
court found this to be "highly implausible"
pointing out that the government had
subpoenaed the tape containing telephone
calls between the defendant and her husband.
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The court also found unpersuasive the
government's position that the tapes
containing the lost calls were destroyed
before the defendant was indicted. The
court noted that the tapes were available
during the investigation of the defendant
and this allowed the government to preserve
only the conversations that it believed
would be favorable to the prosecution of
the case.
Unlike the district court, the court found
that there was a high likelihood of
prejudice to the defendant because her
lawyer could have used the tapes to impeach

the government's most important witness.
The court concluded, "If the district
court determines that the government
intentionally or negligently lost the tapes
containing the conversations, it must
dismiss Ramirez's indictment, because a new
trial cannot remedy the government's
nondisclosure." a;l
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Supreme Court
NO NEm FOR WARRANT OR PROBABLE CAUSE TO
SEIZE CAR UNDER FORFEITURE STATUTE IF COPS
BELIEVE CAR ITSELF WAS CONTRABAND: Florida v.
White, No. 9E223, Cert. to Supreme Court of Florida (710So. 2d
949) Reversed, 5/17/99. Opinion.. Thomas; Stevens & Ginsburg
dissented. '
Cops selaed White's car from h s workplace without a warrant
pursuant toFlotida'sContraband Forfeiture Act (Act),two months
after they saw him use it to deliver cocaine. The car was invenpied
and cocarne was discovered. Trial court refused to suppress the
cocaine and White was convicted, but Florida Supreme C o w
reversed, holding that absent exigent circumtances, a warrantlew
seizure of an automobile under the Act violated the Fourth
Amendment. State appealed and Supreme Court reversed,
holding the Fourth Amendment does not require police to
obtain a warrant before seizing an automobile fmm a public pkce
when they have probable cause to believe that it is forfeitable
cbntraband. Relying on C m l l v. UnitedStates, 267 U.S. 132,149,
Court reasons that although ~olicelacked probable cause to
believe the car contained contraband, they had pmbable cause to
believe that the vehicle itself was wnuaband under Florida law.

ARRESTEE HAS NO LEGITIMATE EXPECTATION OF
PRIVACY IN PERSONAL EFFECTS: Melvin Oks v. State,
No. 764-98, Appellant's PDR &om Harris County; Affirmed, 51
26/99; Offense: Murder; Sentence: 20 yrs; COA: Affirmed (96511
641 (Houston [I*] 1998); Opmion: Price, joined by McCorm~dr,
Meyers, Mansfield, Keller, Holland, Womack & Keasler;
Concurring opmions: Keller & Johnson
While detained at the cop shop as a potential witness in a
murder case, AppelIant was arrested after copsfound an outstanding
probat~onrevocation warrant (He was not anested for murder.)
Appellant's clothes were inventoried and searched, but nothing
was discovered. Eight days later, the clothes were sent to the
medical examiner to be tested for blood uaces. Blood found on
Appellant's shoes matched the murder victim's blood. He
complained that the evidence should have beensupprwed because
police had no probable cause, nor were there any exigent
crrcumstances authorizing police to search lus clothing for blood.
COA held police had every right to search the clothes as ~ncident
to Appellant's arrest even though he was not initially arrested for
murder. This PDRconcems an issue of first impression. Trial court's
determrnation not to suppress is reviewed under a de novo
standard.
CCA must determine: (1) whether an arrestee retains any
expectation of privacy in clothing lawfully taken and inventoried
by police incident to an arrest; (2) if a privacy interest exists,
whether a further search of clothing without a warrant, prabable
cause, or "plam view" knowledge of the clothmg's relevance as
evidence vlolates the 4" Amendment's privacy interest. As a
preliminary matter CCA holds that it makes no difference that a
person was arrested for an offense differentfrom the onefor which
he was evenmally charged. As to the privacy concerns, CCA cites
precedent holdmg that arrestees do retain some level of privacy in
their personal effects taken after an arrest However, the real focus
must be whether this expectation is a legitimate one, and a
lowered expectation naturally accompanies arrest and detainment
situations. After a lengthy analysis, CCA holds that snce it is
determined that police have lawfully seizedan arrestee's personal
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effects, his expectation of privacy is diminished in those effects
until he can and does exhibit subjective expectations through
his conduct, presumably at time of release or incarceration.
Further, the exceptions that dissipated the expectation of privacy
at arrest (such as weapons, secretion or destruction of evidence)
are removed at time of release, thus circumstances compel a
finding that the expectation would be objectively reasonable.
Applying this analysis to the instant cause, CCA holds there was
virtually no evidence that Appellant harbored any subjective
expectation of privacy in his clothing, and no evidence that
society would deem such a belief reasonable under the
circumstances. Appellant failed to meet his burden of proof to
establish a legitimate expectation of privacy in his clothes,
therefore, they were not encompassed by 4"' Amendment's privacy
protection. The search of Appellant's clothing was reasonable and
valid, and therefore, the judgment is affirmed.
T R I A L COURT'S FAILURE T O ADMONISH O N
PUNISHMENT RANGE SUBJECT T O HARMLESS ERROR
ANALYSIS UNDER TRAP 44.2(b): Marcelino AguirreeMata
u. State, No. 0762-98, State's PDR from Harris County; Reversed,
5/26/99; Offense: POCS w/intent/deliver;Sentence: 99 yrs; COA:
Reversed & remanded (96211264-Houston [Is]1998); Opinion:
Holland (unanimous)
Appellant pled guilty and asked the jury to assess punishment.
The trial court warned Appellant of the deportation consequences
of his plea, but failed to admonish him either orally or in writing,
of the range of punishment (15-99 yrs). COA reversed, holding
that failure to so admonish was constitutional error, and after
applying TRAP 44.2(a), held there was no affirmative showing
that Appellant had full knowledge of the range of punishment,
and thus could not determine beyond a reasonable doubt that the
error did not contribute to the conviction or punishment. State
argues that because the error did not implicate voluntariness, and
1, the error was not constitutional error, TRAP 44.2(b) was the
; appropriate standard, and besides the record shows Appellant knew
of punishment range. CCA agrees and points to High, 96411637
(CCA) 1998), in which it recently held that failure to admonish
the defendant of the punishment range is not automatic reversible
error, but there, CCA did not say which subsection of Rule 44.2
applied. CCA relies on Carranza, 980//653 (CCA 1998), in
which it held that because TCCP 26.13(a) admonishments are
not constitutionally required and involve a statutory right,
44.2(b) was the applicable rule; thus COA erred in holding the
error was constitutional, and in applying 44.2(a). The judgment
is reversed, and the case is remanded to COA so that it may
conduct a harm analysis under 44.2(b).
COUNSEL WAS NOT INEFFECTIVE FOR FAILING T O
OBJECT T O PRIOR D W I CONVICTIONS USED AS
DOUBLE ENHANCEMENTS: Roy Lee Phillips v. State, No.
731-98, Appellant's PDR from Hamilton Cognty; Affirmed, 5/
26/99; Offense: DWI (felony); Sentence: 45 yrs; COA: Reversed
(96411735 -Waco 1998) Opinion: Womack (unanimous)
The State alleged in the indictment four prior DWI convictions,
from 1986,1987,1990 & 1991, to raise the offense to a 3d degree
felonyunder TCP 5 49.09(b) (only 2 were needed). The State also
alleged the same 1990 & 1991 DWI's and 2 prior felonies (1984
burglary of a building and 1983 burglary of vehicle) as enhancements
to raise Appellant to habitual status. Because the State could not
enhance Appellant to habitual status with only the burglaries (the
one in 1984 did not occur after the conviction for the 1983
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offense, as required by TCP § 12.42(d)),the State also needed to
prove up one of the prior DWI's. Appellant pled true to all
enhancements. He raised no pretrial challenges to the indictment,
but on appeal, contended it was defective, and because his trial
attorney did not object, he was therefore ineffective. COA agreed
the indictment was defective for using the 1990 &1991 prior D W s
as double enhancements: first to raise the offense to felony status,
then to raise offense to habitual status. COA then held counsel
was ineffective because his failure to object caused Appellant to be
punished as a habitual felony offender.
CCA first observes that, although the statute (TCP § 49.09(f))
allows enhancement of DWIs, Appellant's 1990 & 1991 DWI
convictions could not have been used both to enhance the
primary DWI offense to a felony, and also to enhance punishment
under the habitual statute. However, assuming the indictment was
subject to an objection prior to trial, it does not follow that but for
counsel's failure to object, the result of the trial would have been
different. The State was required to show that Appellant had 2
prior DWIJs to raise the offense to felony status. Had counsel
objected to the 1990 & 1991 convictions on that basis, the State
could have simply amended the indictment to eliminate one or
both, and at least 2 other DWI convictions would have remained.
If counsel had objected to using the 1990 & 1991 DWI's to
enhance punishment to habitual status, the State could have waived
one of those paragraphs and used one of the burglaries, to which
Appellant pled true. Therefore, Appellant fails to show that his
resulting sentence would have been different, or that objecting
would have made a difference. He fails the Strickland standard
(adopted recently for errors committed at punishment) and so CCA
reverses the CORs judgment, and remands the case to that court
so that it may address Appellant's remaining points of error.
JUVENILE'S STATEMENT WAS UNLAWFULLY
OBTAINED WHEN COPS FAILED T O COMPLY WITH
FAMILY CODE: John Baptist Vie Le u. State, No. 538-98,
Appellant's PDRfrom Harris County; Reversed, 5/19/99; Offense:
Capital Murder; Sentence: Life; COA: Affirmed (NP - Houston
[14th] 10/23/98);Opinion: Keasler, joined by Meyers, Mansfield,
Price, Holland, Womack &Johnson; Dissent: McConnick, joined
by Keller; Dissent: Keller
Appellant was a juvenile when he committed the offense. After
police arrested him, they took him to a Houston magistrate, who
gave him required juvenile warnings. Cops then took Appellant to
the Houston police homicide de p artment where h e was
interrogated and gave (but did not sign) a written statement
admitting his part in the murder and attempted robbery of the
victim. He was then taken to another magistrate for another
warning, after which he signed the statement. He was later
certified to stand trial as an adult, and indicted for capital murder.
The trial court refused to suppress the written statement, which
was admitted at trial. Appellant argued on appeal that the
statement was improperlyobtained and should have been suppressed
because cops failed to take him to an office or official designated
by the juvenile court or to a detention facility, which violated
mandatory provisions of the Family Code ( 5 52.02(a)(2) & (3)).
COA affimed, holding that Appellant was taken to a designated
juvenile processing office under $52.025, and held this satisfied §
52.02(a). (The State conceded that Appellant was in custody, so
custody is not an issue.)
CCA conducts a Boykin analysis of 5 52.02(a), which requires
an officer taking a child into custody to do one of five things

(release to parent, take to designated official, bring to detention
facility, bring to medical facility, or dispose of case) without
unnecessary delay and without taking himlher to any place other
than a juvenile processing officeunder 5 52.025. If the officer takes
the child to a juvenile processing office, he may only do one of five
things, one of them being obtaining the child's statement. Reading
these statutes together, the plain meaning is that 5 52.025 gives
cops a 6th option in addition to those 5 listed in 5 52.02(a).
However, CCA finds ambiguity in phrase "designated juvenile
processing office'' and questions whether one office could qualify
as both a juvenile processing office under 5 52.035, and an office/
official designated by juvenile court under 5 52.02(a)(2). CCA
examines the language of the statutes and the legislative history,
which indicates that one office cannot satisfy both statutes. The
facility under 5 52.025 is for the purpose of completing paperwork
pursuant to the arrest. After doing so, officers must then comply
with 5 52.01(a)(2). Applying this construction to the instant facts,
CCA holds that it was permissible under 52.02(a) for cops to take
Appellant to the city magistrate because he was designated by the
juvenile court as a "juvenile processing office." However, CCA
holds the homicide division of the Houston police dept. was not
an "office or official designated by the juvenile court"
(5 52.02(a)(2)) or a "detention facility designated by the
juvenile court" (9 52.02(a)(3)), thus cops violated the Family
Code bv failine- to comvlv
. . with the statute. CCA also notes that
cops cduld have taken Appellant's statement at the juvenile
processing office, as they did, but here they did do ~rematurely.
They were first supposed to take him to a juvenile officer or
detention facility, where a juvenile officer could have referred the
case back to the cop for a statement.
~ i ~ CCA
~ l lreaffirms
~ ,
its decision in comer, 776//191 (CCA
1989), which held that 5 52.02 dictated what
must do
without unnecessary delay when juveniles are taken into
custody. ~ l t h the
~ ~ ~ hhas been amended, and 5 52.025
was added, CCA holds they had no effecton the clear intent ofthe
statutory scheme. In so doing, CCA "remind[s] police officers of
the Family Code,s strict requirements,n CCA rejects
contention that initial taking of Appellant to juvenile processing
office dispensed with need to comply with 5 52.02(a): "While 5
52.025 presents another option for law enforcement personnel, this
option's use does not dispense with the other Family Code
requirements." Upon leaving juvenile processing office with
Appellant, cop was required to follow § 52.02(dSand did not. CCA
holds the statement was illegally obtained and inadmissible.
Judgment is therefore reversed and remanded to COA so that it
may conduct a harm analysis.
~~

STATE'S FAILURE T O DISCLOSE LOST EVIDENCE
PRESENTS AIBRADY CLAIM, B U T N O BRADY
VIOLATION: JimmyRocky Little w. State, No. 1264-98, State's
PDR from Dallas County; Reversed, 5/19/99; Offense: DWI
(misdemeanor); Sentence: 90 days (2 yrs,probation); COA:
Reversed (97111729-Dallas, 1998); Opinion: Keasler (unanimous)
At trial a chemist testified that Appellanr's BAC was 0.13, but
the graphs upon which he had based this analysis had been lost.
Appellant called his own expert who said that without the graphs,
he could not say whether the chemist's conclusions were accurate.
The-chemisttestified on rebuttal that despite absence of the graphs,
he though his test was accurate. Appellant filed a motion for new
trial arguing that the State violated Brady by not disclosing the
fact that the graph from the blood test had been lost. At the

hearing, the prosecutor testified that she did not know until right
before the chemist's testimony that he had lost the graphs but still
had some documentation indicating the test results. After the
chemist had testified on direct, the "chief prosecutor" realized the
exculpatory nature of the lost evidence, and informed defense
counsel. The trial court denied the motion for new trial, but the
COA reversed, holding that. the chemist's testimony was in
admissible because, without the graphs, the trial court could have
determined there was not a sufficient basis for his testimony.
CCA first determines that Appellant presents a Brady claim
because he alleges the State failed to disclose the fact that it had
lost evidence. To show the State violated due process, Appellant
must show that the prosecution: (1) failed to disclose evidence;
(2) favorable to the accused, and; (3) the evidence was material,
meaning there was a reasonable probability that had it been
disclosed, the result of the proceeding would have been different.
If the evidence is turned over in time for the defendant to use it,
then his Brady claim fails. After a rather lengihy analysis, CCA
ultimately finds that Appellant had the information in time to
impeach the chemist, who admitted he had lost the graph.
Therefore, no Brady violation.
NODOUBLEJEOPARDY VIOLATION WHENEVIDENCE
WAS SUFFICIENT T O SUPPORT A FINDING UNDER
IDENTICAL PARAGRAPHS I N BOTH INDICTMENTS:
AntonioManrique w. State,Nos. 587-97 &834-97, Appellant's &
SPA'S PDRs from Bexar County; Reversed, 5/19/99; Offense:
Attempted Murder (2);Sentence: 20 yrs; COA: Reversed (94311
115 - San Antonio 1997); Opinion: Womack, joined by
McCormick, Mansfield, Kellet, Holland, and Keasler; Concurring
opinion: McCormick, joined by Mansfield, Keller & Keasler;
Concurring opinion: Meyers, joined by Price and Johnson.
Appellant was charged in two separate indictments with
attempted murder by shooting at the victims with a firearm.
Parapraph A of each indictment alleged Appellant attempted to
kill a Person or Persons unknown to the grand jury. Paragraph B of
the first indictment alleged that Appellant attempted to kill
Edward Avilez, and paragraph B of the second indictment alleged
that Appellant attempted to kill Donnie Avilez. The jury found
him guilty on both without specifying which paragraph they found
true. COA reversed the second conviction because it assumed that
Appellant was convicted on the first paragraphs of each indictment, which alleged the same offense. Thus, Appellant suffered
double punishments in violation of the double jeopardy clause,
However, this was a general verdict, and the evidence was
sufficient to support a finding under any of the paragraphs, Also,
COAs assumption that the "~ersonor Dersons unknown" were
identEa1 in both indictments was not supported by the record. The
offense was a drive-by shooting of a house in which more than
four persons were present at the time. Because he and his co-hort
shot 26 times into the house, it was reasonable to conclude that
more than one unknown person'could have been the objects of
Appellant's acts. CCA thus holds that no jeopardy violation
occurred because Appellant was not convicted twice for the same
offense, and he did not suffer multiple
- -vunishments.
EVDENCE THAT FIREARMS WERE I N CLOSET NEXT
T O DOPE WAS SUFFICIENT T O SUPPORT DEADLY
WEAPON FINDING: Gary Duane Gak u. ~ t a t e , ' ~0688-98,
o.
Appellant's PDR from Tarrant County; Affirmed, 5/19/99; Offense: POM; Sentence: 2 yrs; COA: Affirmed (NP - Fort Worth,
2/12/98); Opinion: Price (unanimous)
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Appellant pled g d t y and went to the jury on punishment He not recetved t h e credits to which he was entitled. The utal court
appeals the entry of an affhattve finding, arguing the evidence made findings that Applicant was not properly credtted for time
was insufficient to show a deadly weapon was 'used" in the spent incarcerated pursuant to a predrevocation warrant from 81
commission of the offense. Appellant and his wife led narcs to a 18/97 until 3/27/98, when mandatory supervisionwas revoked, and
closet were they found several firearms w/ammuntt~onalongside recommended that relief be granted. CCA first detemmes that
20 lbs. of dope in a trashbag and $4500 m cash The narcs testified Applicant's writ was not properly vertfied because, although hc
that any of the fireanns (rifles, Uzi, handgun) could have been attached an unswotn declaratton to hi writ as required (TCCP, P
fully loaded and ready to fve within seconds, and that such 11.14(5) & Tex.Civ.Prac. & Rem.Code $ 132.003) he failed to
weapons are typically used by drug dealers for protection. COA sign the declaration. CCA determtnes it may address an unswom
the legislature
held the evidence was sufficient, citing Pawson, 76911938 (CCA appltcation because n o h g in Art. 11.14 lnd~~ates
1989), because the jury could have rationally concluded that mtended that failure to comply w~ththe oath requuement or any
Appellant "used" the guns to facilitate his care, custody, and of its other requisites would depnve CCA of jurisdtction. Because
management of the contraband. In this PDR Appellantargues the Art. 11.14 is procedural, CCA holds it is not precluded from
evtdence is insufftcient under the SupremeCourt's Baiky, 116 SCt. considering the merits of Applicant's issues. Hav~ngsaid that,
501 (1995) decision, which he says undercuts the broad definition CCA follows aial court's recommendationand grants the requested
of "use" m Patterson. Appellant argues that because Bailey rehef. E A is also quick to note that its mltng should not be
overruledfederal precedent relied on by CCA m Pn~~rson,
P d t r e ~ n rnterpreted as g~vingf i r e "applicants cane blanche to ignore
was iself in effect overmled. CCA reviews Pamsun, says it was applicable pleading requirements!' CCA addressed the merits in
not complam about the unswom
not based on federal cases (which were only in there as this case because: the State d ~ d
"illustrations"),and then notes the differences between the state application; State conceded Applicant's entitlement to the time
and federal statutes: ours says "use or exhibitn while the federal one credits; trial court made relevant fact-findings; and, proof in the
says ''use and carry!' Furthermore, Supremes handed down a record supported Applicant's claims.
subsequent opinion, Muscmeb, 118 S.Ct. 1911 (1998), which
broadly defined "carry" to include carrying of fuearms in a bag in a GUILTY PLEA WAS INVOLUNTARY BECAUSE
car's locked trunk. This is dose to the "exhibit" definition in COUNSEL TOLD APPLICANT HE WOULD SERVE HIS
Parerson. CCA concludes that Bailey did not overrule Patterson, STATE AND FEDERAL SENTENCES CONCURRENTLY
and applying its definition to the facts, finds no e r r a in COA's IN A FEDERAL. FACILITY: Ej- Parte Bobby Joe Moody, No.
analysis. Evdence is sufficient, and judgment is therefore affirmed. 73,162, from Collin County; Relief Granted, 5/12/99; Offense:
POCS; Sentence: 15 yrs; Opinion: Meyers, joined by Mansfield,
TRIAL COURT HAD DISCRETION TO STACK Keller, Price, Womack, Johnson & Keasler.; Concunmg opinion:
INTOXICATION MANSLAUGHTER COUNT: Daniel Keller, joined by Mansfield, Womack & Keasler; McCormtck
Almendaw Yvantnez v. State, No. 720.98, State's PDR from concurred w/o opinion; Holland dtd not partictpate.
After being arrested in 1996 for the instant offense, and while
WhattonCounry; Affirmedas reformed, 5/12/99; O f f e m Intox.
madaughter (4) & mtox. assault;Sentence: 40 yrs & 10yrs; COA: on bond, Applicant was arrested for a federal offense commttted in
'
iAffirmed as modified (NP- Corpus Christi 12/11/97); Opinion: 1995, assessed a 151-month sentence and shipped off to a federal
'Price (unanimous)
holding facility. He was then retumed to Collin County, where he
AppeUantentered guilty pleas and went to the jury on punishment. pled to a 15-yr sentence. The plea agreement made no menuon of
The trial court ordered all sentences to run concurrently except the federal sentence, but Applicant's attorney, after consultmg with
the sentencefor the second manslaughtercount, which was s t a d d the federal public defender, told Applicant he would be retumed
on top of the other four. COA aff~rmedthe conviction, but to a federal facihty where he would serve both sentences, and that
modiied the sentence by ordering all sentenca to run concurrently. when released from federal custody, he would be almast done w~th
At the time of the offcme. TPC 5 3.03 enabled the tr~alcourt to his State sentence, After being sentenced, however, he was sent to
stackone intoxicationmanslaughter on top of another. CCA holds TDCJ, and hi attorney later learned that Applicant would not
that COB erred when it held no exception to the "concurrent begin to serve his federal sentence until his state sentence was
sentences" rule applied to the instant case, and thus aial coua discharged. Applicant filed thts wr~tasserting his plea was
had discretion under the above statute to staek the manslaughter involuntary b e w e he had received erroneom advice from hls
counts. However, because the trial court stacked an mtoxication attorney, rendering counsel's representation ineffective.
manslaughter sentence on the one for intoxtcation assault, CCA
The trial court found Applicant's plea was entered voluntar~ly
reforms the COA's judgment and orders counts 1, 3 & 4 because therepresentatiom made by hi attorney regardiig the two
(intoxication manslaughter) to run concurrently with c o ~ n5r sentences running together were not made known to the tnalcoun,
(intoxication assault), and stacks count 2 (the remaining
and was not discussed at the plea hearing. Applying a Strickland
intoxication manslaughter sentence) on counfs 1, 3, & 4. The
standard, CCA fvst holds that counsel's mistake in providing
conviction is affirmed as reformed
misinformation ahour the operation ofhissentences was not wtthm
the range of competence for a criminal attorney. CCA then finds
Past-Conviciion Habeas Corpus (Non-Death Penaky) Opinions:
that
Applicant's decision to plead guilty was a result of counsel's
CCA HAS JURISDICTION TO ADDRESS MERITS OF
deticient
adv~ce.Therecord reflects that Applicant wouldnot have
UNSWORN APPLICATION:ExParseAuhy Gene Solden,from
accepted
the plea bargain if he had known be would not serve his
Montgomery County;Relief Granted, 5/12/99 Offense: Theft (2);
Sentence: 6 yts; Opinion: Mansfield, joined by Meyers, Price, sentences concurrently. State trial counsel said he believed
Johnson & Keasleq Concurring Opinion: Womack, jomed by Applicant's two sentences would expire at about the same time d
Applicant accepted the 15 yrs, and his federal counsel said he
McCormick, Keller sr Holland
Applicant filed this writ under TCCP 11.07, asserting he had believed Applicant pled to the state charge because he thought

the sentences would be concurrent. 8ased on thts testimony, CCA
holds Applicant has met his burden to show a reasonable
probability that but for counsel's erroneous advice he would not
have pled guilty. CCA rejects State's assertion that reltef should
be dented because the State dtd not make or ratify the
mmepresentauons, and Applicant said in open court that he was
made no promlses to tnduce his plea. CCA distinguishes this case,
whlch involves an involuntary plea, from those involving a
bmkenpleabargah. Here, ptosecutorialand/or jdcial participation,
while a factor, was not determinanvebecause neither the prosecutor
nor the judge had any authority to order the federal sentence to
run concurrentlywith the state sentence. Rellef e thereforegranted.
The judgment is set aside and Applicant is ordered returned to the
custody of the Collin County Sheriff to answer the tndichnent

and recommended that relief be denied based on the doctnne of
laches. After noting it has never denied relief on a valid claim because of delay, revtewing its prior decuions, and dtscussing the federal rule (Rule 90(a), Rules Governing 8 2254 cases) and its wmmentary, CCA adopts the equitable doctrine of laches. In dolng
so, CCA points to federal cases interpreting the rule, whtch requve the State to make a "paritculartzedshowing of prejudice" in
order to prevail on such a claim. It u insufficient for the State to
allege generally, as here, that delay m raistng a claim 1s prejudtcml.
Therefore, as Applicant has stated some potentially meritorious
ckims requiring resolution, and the issue of laches has not been
properly presented, the writ is remanded to the trial court so
these issues may be resolved. CCA gives trial court the option of
taking affidavtts, holdtng a hearmg, etc., and orders it to make
findings of fact on the tneffectxve assistance claims if it decides the
APPLICANT WAS ENTITLED T O RELIEF WHEN docnme of laches does not apply. The application is held tn
PROBATION WAS REVOKED AFTER HE H A D abeyance pending the ma1 court's compliance wtth CCA's order.
Meyers dissents, noting that lust 10 yrs ago m Ex Parte Galvan,
DISCHARGED HIS SENTENCE: Ex Parte Johnny RexFulce,
No. 73,161, from Franklin County; Relief Granted, 5/19/99; 77011822 (CCA 1989), CCA rejected as "arbiaruy and probably
unconstituttonal" a rule such as that fashioned by the majority,
Offense: POCS; 2 yrs; Opinlon: Meyers (unanimous)
Applicant was messed a 2-yr sentence after hts probation was based on Art. I, O 12 of the Texas Constitution (habeas corpus
revoked. At the time he filed this writ, he had been released to designated a wrtt of rlght whlch "shall never be suspended"), and
ly
why laches is now
mandatory supervtsion (still considered "wnfmement" for purposes the majority today does not s ~ ~ c t e n texplain
ofTCCP 11.07, B 3(c),ExParte EUiot, 74211752 (CCA 1988)). He viewed as no longer arbitrary or unconstitutional. He also points
was originally placed on probattonon 2/18/94, but the Statemoved out that federal cases are based on a fedetaltule, and because Texas
to revoke 3/14/95. HIS probation was continued 3/17/95, with an has no corresponding rule or statute, in holdmg laches appltcable
additional condinon requirtng confinement in a substance abuse to 11.07 wnts, CCA is "plamly legislating."
treatment facility. On 7/3/96, the ma1 wurr entered an order a day
before Applicant's scheduled release from that facility, extendmg Death Penalty Opinion:
hw probationary period for one year, and another order on 12/3/96 Carlos Trevino, from Bexar County; Affirmed, 5/12/99;
extendmg it to 2/18/98. On 8/22/97, the trlal court revoked Opm~on:Keller, joined by McCormtck, Mansfield, Prtce, Holland,
Applicant's probation. He contends, and CCA agrees, that when Womack & Keasler; Concurrtng Opmion: Meyers; Johnson
probation was revoked, he had already disdrarged hls sentence. concurs w/o opinion.
Facts: Appellant parttctpated m the gang-rape of a 15-yr-old
For offenses committed prior to September 1,1993, the trial wurt
t throat. When a w-defendant compltmented him
could extend the probattonary period for up to a year if it found, g d , then s l ~her
after a hearing, that wnditions were violated. However, the court on his use of the knife, Appellant responded that "he had learned
has no authority to act outside the periods permitted by the how to kill people in prison."
Denial of Motion for Mistrial: When jury selection had almost
statute. (TCCP 42.12 89 11, 24, 25(b)(1991)) Appellant's
concluded,
the State tnfotmed Appellant that it would introduce
original probation was scheduled to expue on 2/27/96 unless the
incriminating
DNA evtdence. Appellant moved for a mistrial,
court extended it. Trial court conducted a hearing, found a
violation, and modlfied conditions. However, the orders of 7/3/96 arguing that he had lost any opportunity to examine the venire
and 12/3/96 extendmg the probation term, were entered wellafter regarding DNA evidence and thus had lost the intelltgent use of
Applicant's wmmunity supervision had expired, and were not peremptories. Appellant had requested disclosure prtor to trial, and
authorized. CCA holds the revocation of Applicant's community the State had not produced this evidence. However, because the
supervision was a nullity, and he is entitled to relief. The State told Appellant prior to jury selection that it was conducting
judgment
revoking DNA testing but no incriminating evldence had yet been
probatton is vacated and Applicant is ordered discharged form all diiwvered, counsel's decis~onnot to query the venire on DNA
evidence was a strategic decision and not the product of
supervision.
prosecutorial misconduct or trial error. Trial wurt committed no
abuse
of discretion in denymg motion for mistrial.
CCA ADOFTS DOCTRINE OF LACHES FOR HABEAS
Hearsay & Adoptive Admissions: Appellant argued hts
CORPUS CLAIMS: Ex Parte Noman Edward Car&, NOS.
73,180 & 73,181, from Harris County; Remanded, 5/26/99; statements to co-defendants were tank hearsay and not admissible
Offense: Murder & Attempted Murder; Sentence: 60 & 20 yrs; under any exception. CCA holds that Appellant's statements (that
Opinion: Price, joined by McCormick, Mansfield, Keller,Johnson he told one co-defendant not to say anything to police, and told
another he had learned to kill in prison) were not hearsay, but
& Keasler Dissenting Opinion: Meyers, jotned by Womack
Applicant filed t h writ 14 yrs after his convictions, alleging admissions of a party. Moreover, the statement that he had learned
ineffective assistance of counsel for failing to investigate, to kt11 m prtson was a response to a co-defendant'simplication that
internew witnesses, and prepare for trtal (and many other he had snapped the victim's neck, and Appellant's response
non-meritorious claims). The trial court made findings of fact and indicated agreement with this assertion. As such, it was also
~nclusionsof law based on the State's response that Applicant's admissible as an adoptive admission.
14-71delay in filing this writ has prejudtced its ability to respond,
Sufficiency of Evidence to Suppoa Fuhue Dangerousness.
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CCA holds the followmg was sufficient: heinous facts; violent
behavior wh& in prison; fact that Appellant was on parole (for
non-violent offense) when he committed the instant offense;lack
ot remorse.
Gang Evideme. State introduced at punishment the oath of
the ' b s t p'itoleros L a m , " a Pmon gang to which Appellant
belonged. Appellant argues introduction of this document was a
due process vlolanon, but CCA holds he did not properly preserve
the error becausehis trial objection was only grounded on improper
predicate. Pomt of error did not comport with trial objection.
Other rejected points. Non-corroboration of accomplice
witness testimony, and various challenges to consti~tionalityof
death penalty statutes which have ben repeatedly rejected m prior
decisions.

and inform
why the child was taken into custody COA
then conducts a ham analysls (after deciding to apply the crimimlmle, TRAP 44.2, reasonmg that juvenile
criminal"), and concludes the error was h&nful. C ~ reverses
A
without determining whether the error was constrtutional because
regardless of which subsection of the rule applied, Appellant suffered avlolauon of his
righe.

Courts of Appeals
BAC AN HOUR AFTER STOP WAS PROBATIVE OF BAC
AT TIME OF STOP: Mireks u. DPS, No. 049701007CV;Bexar;
ALR: Afhmed. 5/12/99
. .
COA issued an en banc opinion on October 28,1998, reversing
the license suspension because Appellant's breath specimen was
takenanhourafterhisarrat(reportedintheDecember1998issue
of VOICE). Appellant argued, and COA on original submission
held, there was no evidence that he was .lo when he was driving,
and for the ALJ to make such finding, it would be necessary to
present experttestimony extrapolating back to an hour before the
specimen was taken. After DPS filed a motion for rehearing, COA
holds that alcohol concentration an hour or more after the stop
iB indeed
of alcohol concentradon at the time of the
stop, and it was for the fact finder to determine whatever weight
it shouldbegiven. COA follows Martin u. DPS, 96411772 (Tex.App
- Austin 1998, no ~et.),m which the defendant was tested 90
minutes after the arrest, and was .19. The Austin Court held the
evidence sufficient to prove .lo, and nothing in the Tmnsportation
L, Coderequires DPS to ~roduceextrapolation evidence. There was
also other evidence of intoxication. Here, in addition to the test
results, the arresting cop testified that Appellant had failed
sobriety tests and reeked of alcohol. The record contained
sufficient evidence of intoxication, and thus, COA reverses itself,
and a f f m ALJ's decision suspending Appellant's license.

0247-94, SANCHEZ, ELOY; 5/5/99; SPA: Brook; Murder; NP

1. Whether the Court of Appeals correctly decided several
witnesses were accomplices as a matter of law when
indictments agamst them had been dism~ssedbefore they
testifiedand they had been granted immunity7
NO. 0 15 1-99, VIDAURRI, GARY JEFFERSON; 05/12/99; A;
Potter; Indecency wlchild; 98 1 //478
I. Should Rule 25.2b3 of the Texas Rules of Appellate
Procedure apply when the defendant IS appealrng from a
contested probation revocation hearing?
2. If a defendant did not have an opportunity to object at trial,
is the filing of a motion for new trial a prerequlsrte to
presenting a polnt of error on appeal?

029 1-99. WEATHERRED, JON DAVID; 05/ 12/99; 5;
Montgomery: Capital Murder; 98511234
1. Whether the Court of Appeals erred In holding that Nenno.
970//549. lessens the scrutlny in examining scientific evidence.

NO. 0193-99, HOWARD, SHAWN RAY; 05/19/99, 5; Bexar;
AggSexAsslt; Agg.Rob. & Burglary: 982//536
JUVENILE APPEAL - STATEMENT WAS UNLAWFULLY 1. Whether Appellant failed to ask whether thejury panel knew
OBTAINED WHEN COPS VIOLATED FAMILY CODE a State5 punishment phase wtness when. during Appellanti
PROVISION, ANDERRO~
WAS HARMFUL: I,, the M~~~~~
of
voir dire when he asked if the State had a witness list, the State
C.R., No. 03-97-007x5-CV; Capital ~
~30 yrs;~ ~~~~i~~
d volunteered
~
~ to read
; off the names of the witnesses to the
venire and the prosecutor omitted punishment phase witnwes.
Reversed, 5/27/99
Appellant was 15 yrs old when he participated in a murder for 2. The Court ofAppeals erred in holding that the relationship
h i . After being implicated in the killing, he agreed to go to the between a juror and a witness rendered the juror
cop shop where he eventually gave a statement to Sgt. Pedtaza automatically biased.
3. The Court of Appeals erred in holding any error harmbl
after bemg
in a
with Pedraza'
where the relationshlp between a juror and a wltness did not
said Appellant was not under arrest, was calmmd never asked to a r e a the juror's deliberations, the relationshipwas unknown
call hi mother: Appellant test~fiedthat he did ask to call, that he
to the rest of thejury. the witness not testify,and the StateS
was hungry and tired, and that he acquiesced after Pedraza told w,dence was overwhelming.
him he couldnot be convicted ofmurder if he himself did not pull
the trigger.) Appellant was taken to a juvenile processingofficeat NO. 0355.99, BALDERAS,
JOSE ZARAGOS; 05/26/99; A:
the cop shop where a magismte administered juvenile warnings. Jackon; Poss/MarGuana: ~p
He was then mumed to Pedram, who reduced his statement to I . Did the ruling of the trial court granting the State5 motion in
writinp, and Amellant signed it at 245 am.COA holds the trial limine amount to a ruling that PehtionerS attorney could not
Should have suwessed the statement because police violated ask the specific questions which he had repeatedly proposed
the Family Code provision requiring them to contact the parent to ask thereby preserving error?

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24)
prior conviction could be completely
excludedfrom the jury upon stipulation. The
case should be used in any situation wherein
any of the client's prior convictions are of
such a prejudicial nature t h a t they
undermine the jury's determination on the
fact~lalelements of the charge.

THE CLIENT
Expect the unexpected when dealing with
an inmate client. People who are confined
are more difficult to represent, since they
can't actively participate in their defense as
do those on bond. State inmates, as a group,
are even more difficult to establish the trust
necessary to defend than county jail
appointments unable to make bond. SCFO
attorneys who have free-world public
defender experience have confirmed this
difference. Remember the inmate client has
hccn contincd for years, not just m~nrh,.
T,>~llustrdrcih~sSCFOJilcr~~lr~a,
the firsr
interview with a client usually includes a
question about whether TDCJ pays the
attorney's salary. These are hardened
criminals who are suspicious of anyone
connected to the system. This section will
discuss techniques used by SCFO to help
eliminate barriers between counsel and
client. By no means does this section
purport to be scientific, but it represents
lessons learned and codified through the
collective experience of SCFO.

A. Client Communications
The first interview is accomplished by
calling the warden's secretary and arranging
the date and time of the visit. (See Attomey
Visitation Rules in the Appendix). It is
advisable to request a room in which you
sit across a table from your client (face to
face contact), as opposed to being confined
in a booth with a glass shield and a phone.
Occasionally, SCFO encounters access
problems withsome institutionsand has had
to apply to the local district court for an
order for contact visits, or to video tape the
crime scene." The law is straightforward in
this circuit concerning the arbitrary denial
of attorney access for security reasons.
McCray u. Sullivan, 509 F.2d 1332 (5" Cir.
1975). Also, the Supreme Court has
spoken on this issue by requiring state
penal institutions to fmd "less restrictive
means to achieve security" than a denial of
a contact visit by an attorney." TDCJ
Publication PD-21 sets forth regulations
which prohibit correctional staff from
interfering with attorney access.'+ If a n
attorney is arbitrarily denied a prison
interview or a view of the crime scene

because of red tape, polite persistence is the
best policy. If that is unsuccessful, apply to
the district court for an order. Failure to
meaningfully interview your client, his
witnesses, or the scene may constitute
ineffective assistanceJ5
The real challenge of inmate defense is
effective communications with the client.
Let the client tell his version in the initial
interview. As you gather more information
through discovery, and subsequent client
contact, avoid being confrontational on
conflicting evidence. A better technique is
to reference the fact-finder and indicate that
the jury will have a hard time resolving the
specific inconsistency.
SCFO's policy is to reply to every
correspondence from a client it represents
and communicate with relatives when
appropriate.f6 Inmates have 24 hours a day
to think about their case, and they expect
that their attorney does too. Inmates have
the address of the State Bar Association and
in some cases will "vent" in that direction.
The Texas DisciplinaryRules of Professional
Conduct require a client be promptly
informed of the status of his case upon
request for information." SCFO has found
just a timely paragraph or two will avoid
most problems.
O n a humorous note, interviews with
clients will invariably include prison terms
whose meaning is unclear, but necessary in
sorting out the facts of the case. For example:
"They clicked on me," is syntax for a ritual
in prison where several inmates attack a
prisoner for little reason other than to
manipulate the weaker inmate. Clients are
unaware of an attomeyb lack of knowledge
of their vocabulary, so it is necessary,
although somewhat embarrassing, to stop
the narrative and have things explained in
plain English. A short list of prison terms
which define some of the more commonly
used words is included in the Appendix.

B. Frequently Asked Questions
While each case is different, in defending
those in prison there are some questions that
are recurring in'the initial interview. Below
are a few of the appropriate responses:
(1) Can a new charge run concurrent
with the old charge!
The judge is required under Art. 42.08(b)
Tex. R. Crim. P m to sack (runconsecutively)
a sentence for an offense committed while
the defendant was in custody of TDCJ.
( 2 ) Why did my case result in an i&t
while a similar incident involuing another
inmate just resulted in a disciplinary nction!
While difficult, the client should be told

of a prosecutor's discretion and the analogy
drawn that it is not a defense to speeding
that other cars were also exceeding the speed
limit.
(3) Can I fik my own pro se motion?
SCFO advises that they first be mailed
to their attorney of record for review. Some
inmate motions reveal weakness in the
state's case better left for trial.
(4) Is it okay to write the Judge!
Many defendants seriously harm their
case by revealing information t h a t a
prosecutor can use as evidence. The judge
usually places such letters in the court files,
where the prosecutor can read them anduse
them against the defendant at trial. Remind
the inmate t h a t only his lawyer is
prohibited from revealing privileged
communications.
(5) I've already been punished at a
disciplinary hearing for the offense that I have
been indicted for. Isn't that double jeopardy?
Prison disciplinary hearings are not court
proceedings within the meaning of the Fifth
Amendment, ExParte Hernandez, 953
S.W.2d 275 (Tex. Crim. App. 1997).

C. The Client as a Gang Member
It is important to understand the client's
background and motivations when preparing
an inmate's defense. Look for tattoos
(badges) and ask the client about gang
membership. The increase in the prosecution
of inmates for penal code violations has been
correlated with an increase in gang activity.
Staff assault incidents involving inmates
have increased fourfold between 1994 - 1997
from 311 to 1442. Inmate assaults have
increased from 652 to 1499 in the same
period." As tension grows in prison,
inmates seek the security of gangs. In
defending inmates, be aware of this dynamic
and what part it playsin the case. Additionally,
examine the client's classification and
disciplinary record looking for clues to
better understand the client and the case.
Finally, realize that more patience than usual
will be required to gain the trust necessary
for preparing a successful inmate case.

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS ON
INMATE DEFENSE: THE JURY
A large percentage of "shank in the tank,"
"joint in the joint," and "punch in the nose"
cases include two enhancements and a
punishment range of 25 t o 99 years.
Therefore, in voir dire it is critical that you
discuss with prospective jurors their
theories of punishment (the relationship
between the resultant harm and severity of
sanction) in the context of ultimatel y
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following the instructions of the court.
While it is improper to directly reference,
in the guilt phase closing argument, the 25
year minimum that will accrue from a
guilty verdict, a reference to the "severe
consequences that willattach" is permissible.
Asking the jury to b e clear in their
deliberations and to "examine their
consciences" is directed at the fundamental
fairness of 25 years for an inmate who has a
sharpened piece of plastic in his cell for
protection.
Jurors are more sophisticated these days
. and everyone has access to lawyer programs
and lawyer commentary. To confirm this
heightened legal awareness, recently the
National Law Journal released the results
of a national phone poll of 1016 people
eligible for jury dutg9.On the issue of jury
nullifition, over 60%polled say they would

Military Law at the U S . Army Judge A d m t e
General's Sdwol. In 1999 he taught at San
Houstnn State Univerntys Colkge ofcriminal
Justice as an adjunct faculty member.

Frank Austin Zeigler is a
Trial Services Atromey at
the State Counsel for
Offenders, where he has
practiced since 1998. He
was in private practice
from 1984-1 994; prim to
1984 he worked in pdbc
defender offices in Tulsa, OK. He is working
on his Ph.D. in Crimrnal Justice at Sam
Houston State Unrwrsity while working fd
time. His articles include 'Vengeance as Public
Policy," inThreeStrikesYou'reOut, Sechrest
(Ed.), Sage Pdlishing, 1996.

act on their own beliefs on right or wrong
regardless of legal instnationsfiom a judge. The
study concludes that lawyers need to stop
relying on the judge to win cases and start
learning how topresent the most compelling
story that appeals to a juror's sense of fair
playand is in accord with juror's deeply held
beliefs.
SCFO hashad recent success in identifying
this trend in cases where the punishment
appears disproportionate tothe crime. Even
in cases which resulted in guilty verdicts,
the jury assessed less than 25 years when two
prior enhancement w r e offered and proven.
The above analysisapplies to "shank in the
tank" type crimes with a 25 year minimum.
This is quite different from a trial in which
an inmate uses a weauon to cause serious
injury. In those case;, jurors have little
difficulty in
a life
=hose
who defend inmates should be aware of the

David P. OINeilhnsbeen
Trial Sewices Director,
State Counsel for
Offenders, of the Texas
Deparunent of Criminal
Justice, since 1 995. His
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cam representing TDCJ inmates charged with
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C w s . In 1987, he obtained an LL.M.in
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SUBTECT:

INDIGENT OFFENDER REPRESENTATION FEE SCHEDULE

AUTHORITY:

Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, Art. 26.051
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, Art. 26.05

APPLICABILITY:

Institutional Division (ID) and State Tail Division (SID)

PURPOSE:

To establish a fee schedule for the legal representation of indigent offenders who, due to
conflict of interest, cannot be represented by the State Counsel for Offenders Division.

DISCUSSION:
The Texas Board of Criminal Justice (TBCJ) has established the State Counsel for Offenders Division whose purpose is to provide legal
services to offenders. Included in these services is the legal representation of offenders charged with offenses while in the custody of the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ). On occasions, a conflict of interest arises between the offender and the State Counsel for
Offenders Division. Therefore, the courts must appoint free world counsel to represent the offender (Art. 26.051 (g), Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure). In those cases, the county of trial jurisdiction pays the first $250.00 of court appointed attomey fees and expenses.
The balance of the legal expense is aid through the TDCJ by TBCJ authorization.
Fee disbursement cannot be authorized without the establishment of a fee schedule for the legal services rendered (Art. 26.05 (b) and
(c), Texas Code of Criminal Procedure).
Expert and investigator fees cannot be paid to the experts or investigators directly, but must be paid through appointed counsel. A fee
schedule for these fees must also be in place (Art. 26.05, Texas Code of Criminal Procedure).

PROCEDURE:
I.

Fee Schedule
Out of Court
In Court

$50.00 per hour
$75.00 per hour
$25.00 per hour

BP-13.70
Page 2 of 2
Interpreter:

$40.00 per hour

Medical Expert

$100.00 per hour

Travel Expense

$0.28 per mile

11.
The court appointed attomey shall present his invoice for services rendered to the appointing court for approval. Upon approval, the court shall order payment. Said order and invoice shall be forwarded to the TDCJ, State Counsel for Offenders Division for
processing and review. Upon review, said claim shall be forwarded to the TBCJ for action and authorization. Thereafter, it shall be
tendered to the Comptroller of Public Accounts for action.
111.
Invoices which have been disapproved for payment (i.e. incorrect charge, excessive amount) by the Assistant Director for
State Counsel for Offenders Division will be returned with an explanation to the sender.
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
HEALTH
SERVICES
DIVISION
--.
.
AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION
--

I,
(TDCJNumber)

(Name of Offender)
(Social Security Number)

(Date of Birth)

(Admission Date)

(Discharge Date)

heteby authorue:
(Nameof Person or Organization)
to release the following information from my records:
(PLEASELISTSPECIFIC I N F O W O N )
TO:
(Name of Person or Organization to which information is to be sent)
(Address of Unit)
for the purpose of:

This consent is subject to revocation at any ttme except to the extent that action has been d e n in reliance thereon, and upon:
(Date, event or condition)
This consent will explre wlthin 180 days without express revocation.

1
.

OFFENDER REQUEST: I request the Texas Department of Criminal Justice to release specified below, to the organwtion,agency
or indimdual named on thk request. I understand that the informauon to be released includes dormation regatdii the following
AIDS, AIDS related complex (ARC)
and HIV antibody testing

(Signatureof Offends)

Drug Abuse
PsychiatricTreatment

Sickle Cell Anemia
Alcohol Abuse and Alwholiim

@ate)

(Signatureof Witness)

NOTICE TO RECIPIENTS OF INFORMATJON: This information has been disclosed to you from records whose confiden~ality
IS protected by State Law. The Texas Hospital Act (Chapter 241, Health and Safety Code), the Medical Practice Act
(Article 4495b-5.08VTCS),and the Mental Health Reu,rda Act (Chapter 611, Health and Safety Code) prohibits you from making
any further disclosure of it without the
wtirren e o n m t of the person to whom it perrains, or as otherwisepermitted bysuch kws.

OFFENDER CLASSIFICATION RECORDS
SUBPOENA ATTACHMENT

27.

2s.

ALL PERSONAL PROPERTY RECEIPTS (TDCJ
FORM 1-136)
ALL EMPLOYEE INJURY REPORT FORMS (TDCJ
FORM TNG-29)
ALL INJURY R~PORTS(TDCJ FORM SAF-04)
ALL SAFETY REGULATION FORMS SIGNED BY
THIS OFFENDER (TDCJ FORM
SAF-01)
ALL MEDICAL RECORDS

ALL DISCIPLINARY REPORTS (TDCJ FORM 1-47)
ALL ORIGINAL OFFENSE REPORTS (NO TDCJ 29.
FORM NUMBER)
30.
ALL DISCIPLINARY REPORTS (TDCJ FORM MO-01)
ALL DISCIPLINARY HEARING RECORDS (TDCJ
FORM 1-47A)
31
ALL HEARING WORKSHEETS (TDCJ FORM CS-12)
ALL SERVICE INVESTIGATION WORKSHEETS
(TDCJ FORM CS-10.11)
ALL ADMINISTRATIVESEGREGATION REPORTS
(TDCJ FORM I-169A)
ALL ADMINISTRATIVE SEGREGATION HEARING
MEDICALIPSYCHIATRIC RECORDS S.UBPOENA
REPORTS (TDCJ FRM I-169A)
ATTACHMENT
ALL ADMINISTATIVE CELL RECORDS (TDCJ
ALL MEDICAL RECORDS

ALL PSYCHOLOGICAL/PSYCHIATRICRECORDS
(INCLUDING ALL RECORDS FROM EVERY
PSYCHIATRIC UNITIFACILlTY THE OFFENDER
HAS BEEN 1N)

- -:GATION CONFINEMENT RECORDS
d I-201-W)
'IGATIVE REPORTS FROM THE WORK
BER)
CEIVED RE.

3

ALL RECORDS CONTAINED IN OFFENDER'S BLUE
AND BROWN FILES
ALL PAM10 PROGRAM RECORDS
ALL MEDICAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL/PSYCHIATRIC
EVALUATIONS
ALL MEDICATION RECORDS (TO INCLUDE THE
MEDICATION COMPLIANCE RECORDS FROM
DATA PROCESSING)
ALL PRESCRIBED TREATMENT RECORDS

INS TO THE
LTTORNEY
ONS TAKEN OR ANY
WILE
WMBER)
tTAINER LETTERS (TDCJ FORM RO-7)
JPPORT SERVICE OFFENDER DELETION
FORMS (NO TDCJ FORM
NUMBER)
LL SPECIAL PRECAUTION TRANSFER CHECKSTS (TDCJ FORM AD-50)
LL INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING OFFENDER FREE WILL
DONATION T O THE TULLOSISMITH FUND OR
ANY OTHER FREE WILL
, ,
DONATION (TDCJ FORM NUMBER SO-2)
ALL SITUATIONAL FURLOUGH REQUESTS (NO
TDCJ FORM NUMBER)
ALL FURLOUGH INFORMATION FORMS (NO
TDCJ FORM NUMBER)
ALL FURLOUGH AGREEMENT FORMS (NO TDCl
K R M NUMBER)
ALL OFFENDER GRIEVANCE FORMS (TDCJ FORM
1-127)

8.

AI.1. RECORDS l)ISC:USSIN(;/REFEKENCIN(;
DIAGNOSIS ANI) PROGNOSIS OF PATIENT

9.

ALI. RECOMh1ENL)ATlONS / 1tEFERRAI.S FOR
h1EI)ICAL ANT) I'SY(:I IIATIIIC (:OIJNSEI.INti

10

AM. OTHER ACTIVITIES RECORLXL)IN 0FFENI)FR'S
MEDICAI. / PSYCI IIATUIC RECORDS

11

ALL IN-PATIENT RECORDS

12.

ALL OUT-PATIENT RECORDS

13

ALL RECORDS FROM MEDICAL RECORDS
ARCHIVES

14.

ALL
ADMINISTRATIVE
SEGREGATION
OUT-PATIENT SOCIAL/PSYCHlATRIC NOTES, ~.

i-

rr

i.i
5

... ...,

.I,
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PSYCHIATRIC THERAPIST NOTES AND ANY
MEDICATION LOC;S/NOTES
SUBJECTS OF SOME PERTINENT TDCJ
DIRECTIVES AND POLICIES

Directive

Subject

AttomeylOffenderTelephone Calls ............................. AD-03.92
Complaints, Unit with Departmental Policies
and Procedures and withThe Ruiz Final Judgment,
Establishment and Administration of TDCJ
Monitoring Systems for ................................................. AD-02.92
Confiscation, Guidelines for TDCJ-ID Offender
Personal Propmy ..........................................................
AD-03.72
Contraband, (Offender) Confiscation and
Disposal of .....................................................................
AD-03.72
Crime Scene Protection and Evidence Handling ......... AD-16.03
Disciplinary Actions, Review of Offender .................... AD 04.35
Disciplinary Procedures (Offender) .............................. AD-03.76
Disciplinary Punishment, use of
"Remain Line Class 111," as (a Major) ........................... AD-04.36
Employee, Evidence Handling and Crime
Scene Protection ........................................................... AD-16.03
Housing, Offenders Requiring Single Cell .................... AD-04.68
Law Enforcement Authorities, Notice to in Cases of Violence
Against Offenders........................................................ AD-03.36
Law Enforcement Powers (Limited),TDCJ-ID
State Jail Employee ........................................................ AD-03.25
Lay-Ins, Medical ............................................................ AD-03.62
Offender Aggression, Prevention of Staff
Iniuries Due to ............................................................... AD-03.48
.. Offender, Disciplinary Actions .....................................AD.04.35
(Xfender, Disciplinary Procedures .................................
AD-0.3.76
Offender, Injury Report Photographs
(PrecautionaryMeasures to be Utilized) ....................... AD-03.47
Offender, Searches of ..................................................... AD-03.22
Offender, Transfers Requested by Elected
or Appointed Officials ................................................... AD-03.74
Offender, Urine Testing................................................. AD-03.21
Offenders Who Throw Projectiles,
Management of .............................................................. AD-03.80
Personal Property, Offender ..........................................AD-03.72
Personal Property, Offender .......................................... AD-03.73
Photographs, Offender Injury Report
(Precautionary Measures to be Utilized) ....................... AD-03.47
Prevention of Staff Injuries Due to
Offender Aggression ...................................................... AD-03.48
Standards for the Use of Force ...................................... BP-03-46
Standards Governing the Use of Force
and Chemical Agents .................................................... BP-03.49
Telephone, Calls Between Attomey/Offender ............. AD.03.92
Telephone, Offender Access to ..................................... AD-03.90
Tobacco Policy, TDCJ ................................................... BoardRule
....................................................................................... 151.25
Use of Force, Procedures for .......................................... AD-03.46
Use of Force, Standards............................................ BP-03.46

.
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Use of Force Equipment, Standards Governing
and Chemical Agents
................................................ BP-03.49
Use of State-Owned Vehlcles ....................................... AD-02.50
CAUSE NO.
THE STATE OF TEXAS 9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

v.

-COUNTY, TEXAS

6
8
6

JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MOTION NOT T O BE TRIED IN JAIL CLOTHES
OR RESTRAINTS
T O THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
NOW COMES the Defendant in the above entitled and numbered
cause by and through his attorney of record and files this Motion
not to be tried before the Jury in jail clothes and restraints and in
support thereof would show the following:
I.
On Defendant's being placed in confinement, his regular civilian
type clothing was takenfrom him and he has been compelled to be
dressed in identifiableprison clothing. When Defendant is brought
From the Texas Depauwent of Criminal Justice - Institutional Division to Court, he will be handcuffed and shackled or be required
to wear other such restraints.
11.
Compelling the Defendant to be tried before a Jury in such distinctive, identifiableattire and restraintswill affect the Jury's judgment
and violates the Defendant's constitutional right of presumption
of innocence.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Defendant prays that
the Court ordcr the Sher~ffor Warden not to bring the Defendant
to the courtroom for the purpose of trial or into the presence of any
member of the j u q panel attired in a prison uniform or in restraints
of any kind.
Respectfully submitted,
STATE COUNSEL FOR OFFENDERS
Texas Department of Crimmal Justice
Attorney for Defendant

Attorney,
Staff Attomey
Post Office Box 4005
Huntsville, Texas 77342-4005
(409) 437State BarNo.

CAUSE NO.
THE STATE OF TEXAS $5

V.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

§
§
§

COUNTY, TEXAS

5

JUDICIALDISTRICT

MOTION T O REQUIRE STATE T O AVOID RAISING
SPECIFIC PRIOR CONVICTIONS OF DEFENDANT
PURSUANT T O DEFENSE STIPULATION

, by and through his
Comes now,
counsel of record, and in accordance with Old Chief v. U.S., 136
L.Ed.Zd 5 7 4 , l l S.Ct. 644, moves the court to order the State not
to raise, in any manner whatsoever during the guilt-innocence phase
of this trial, the specificcrimes which the defendant was convicted
of, and which do not directly relate to truthfulness.

, By and through his
Comes now,
counsel of record, and in accordance with Rule 609. Texas Rules of
Criminal Evidence, moves the court to allow him to testify at the
guilt/innocence stage of the trial free from impeachment by any
prior convictions of which the State has given notice of an intent
to use for such purpose, as follows:
I.
The prior convictions would so inflame the minds of the jurors
that any value with reference to impeachment (these offenses
having no particular correlation with truth-telling) would be
outweighed by its prejudicial impact.
11.
The jury will already know the Defendant has been convicted of a
felony, because they will be told he is a n inmate of TDCJ-ID as
part of the State's case in chief, since the prison unit is the location
of the alleged offense.
111.

I.
The Defendant,
if he To require that the jury hear the nature of Defendant's prior record
testifies in his own defense, is willing to stipulate, for the sole as a wnditionof his testimony would have a chilling effect on his
purpose of the guilt innocence phase of the trial, as to his number right to a fair trial under both the Texas and U.S. Constitutions.
of prior felony convictions not relating to credibility. Defendant
therefore moves the Court, consistent with the holding in Old WHEREFORE, Defendant prays this motion be granted.
Chief, Id., recognize that when the name or nature of the prior
Respectfully submitted,
offense raises the risk of a verdict tainted by improper considerations,
STATE COUNSEL FOR OFFENDERS
and when the purpose of the evidence is solely to challenge
Texas Department of Criminal Justice
Defendant's credibility the State cannot refuse such stipulation.
Attorney for Defendant
11.
The jury will already know the Defendant has been convicted of a
felony, because they will be told he is an inmate of TDCJ-ID as
Attorney, Staff Attomey
part of the State's case in chief, since the prison unit is the location
P. 0.Box 4005
of the alleged offense. With the stipulation as to Defendant's
Huntsville, TX 77342-4005
number of prior felony convictions unrelated to trustworthiness,
the specific crimes become ~rrelcvantfor purpose of mpcachmcnt.
(409) 437Thc substantial posstb~lityof prepd~ceto thc 1)efendanr thereby
State Bar No.
substantially outweighs the nonexistent probative value of any prior
conviction unrelated to trustworthiness.
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays this motion be granted.
CAUSE NO.
Respectfully submitted,
State Counsel For Offenders
Texas Department of Criminal Justice
Attomey for Defendant

THE STATE OF TEXAS §

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

§

V.

5

COUNTY, TEXAS

§

5

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JURORS AS A MATTER OF LAW

CAUSE NO.

V.

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

§

5
6

COUNTY, T!X4S

5

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

MOTION T O TESTIFY FREE FROM IMPEACHMENT
FROM PRIOR CONVICTIONS

, By and through his
Comes now,
counsel of record, and files this his motion to disquahfy, as jurors,
present employees of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
Institutional Division (TDCJ-ID), to protect Defendant's right to
due process and equal protection of the law of the United States
and Texas Constitution: to protect Defendant's right to an
"impartial jury" as guaranteed by the United States and Texas
Constitution; to protect Defendant's right to unbiased and
unprejudiced jurors guaranteed by Article 35.16 Tex. C.C.P., and
for cause would show the Court as follows:

-
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I.
Some of the prospective jurors are employees of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice Institutional Division. The Texas
Department of CriminalJustice Institutional Division is anagency Affiliated: An inmate who is in a gang or who hangs out
of the State. TDCJ-ID employees generally have ready access tq with a large group of other inmates.
classification information on inmates, have regular urntact with
officers of intemal~-affairs,-frequently
work directly or indirectly Aggie: A hoe used to all the ground.
with witnesses in inmate cases and possess specialized knowledge
of issues and facts that will be material to the present case and Blood-In, Blood-Out: To galn admission to some gangs you
e d other must kill someone, and to resign you must die or you will be
which may be relied upon and inadvertentlv s u ~ ~ l i to
jurors in this cause. There is also the ptential that because of their killed by fellow members.
specialized training in the areas directly related to the case that
assault or man~pulate
other jury members would rely on their inclinations instead Clicking: When several inmates phys~caily
of engaging in the process of deliberation and evaluation on an another. usually weaker inmate.
individual basis.
Croaker: A prison medical officer.
11.

PRISON VOCABULARY

-

The State of Texas is brtnging this action against the Defendant.
Therefore, the State of Texas is a party to this cause. Likewise, the
Texas Denarnnent of Crminal lustice is an wencv of the State of
Texas. k employee of the stace, a party to chis cause, should be
foreclosed from servine on thls iurv.
111.
The Texas Government Code provides in Section 62.105 that "a
person IS disqualified to serve as a petit jumr in a particular case d
he is interested, directly or indirectly in the subject matter of the
case!' This provision does not make any exclusions for iurors in
crimlnal cases. For this reason Sectmn 62.105 Tex.Gov.C., should
35.16 of the T~~~~
&de of
be read in conjunction with
Criminal Procedure to excuse from .iurv. service anv. employee
of
the Texas Department of Crimmal Justice Instttutlonal Division
on the grounds that while they may not have a direct interest in
the case there is a n indirect interest m the case.

-

.
'
I

WHEREFORE, premises considered, counsel for the Defendant
requests that the foregoing motion be granted and that all
employees of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
Institutional Division be excused from iurv service in the cause.

-

Respectfully submitted,
STATE COUNSEL FOR OFFENDERS
Texas Department of Criminal Justice
Attorney for Defendant

Disrespect: This word. used as a verb, means to physically or
mentally attack an im't?ate If someone disrespects an inmate
who is a gang member; the attacker disrespects the entire gang.

Drop a Dime on Them: Informing on another person.
Fall Partner: Accomplice in cnminal act; rap partner
Fish: A new inmate, especially one who has never been in
prison before.
Hogging: One inmate is forced to fight other inmate, on?
after another. until the slngle Inmate succumbs or he beats
@"'W"e else.
House: A cell.
Jacket: An inmates prlson file or reputahon
Keister Stash: Drugs or other contraband hidden in theanus,
usually inside a rubber balloon.
Locker Knocker: An inmate who steals from other inmates.
Out of Place: Inmates who are in the wrong custody area.
Punk: A weaker inmate who is considered the property of a
stronger inmate.
Run: A cell block.
Running Store: An illegal operation, wherein an inmates
sells other inmates items at prices often twice as much as what
they cost at the commissary.

Attornev. Staff Attorney ,
P. 0. Box 4005
Huntsville. TX 77342-4005
(409) 437State Bar No.
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Squirrel: A mentally ill inmate (a ding)
Ticket: Inmate5 record or discipline report

3.8.11

ATTORNEY VISITATION RULES
3.8.11.1

Attorney Visits Definitions
As used in Rule 3.8.1 I.

(1) the word "attorney" shall refer to any attorney licensed by and currently in good standing with any sate
bar of the United States and, except as used in Rules 3.8.1 1.5 and 3.8.1 1.6, shall also refer to that attorney's
designated representative;

(2) the term "designated representative" shall refer to any individual (e.g. paralegal employee, legal assistant,
clerk, student, investigator, or interpreter) certifying through the attorney's authorization that hisher visit
with a Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCI) offender is for matters related to an attorney-client or
attorney-witness relationship and for no other purpose;
(3) the phrase "Warden or Facility Administrator" shall refer to any Warden or Facility Administrator of a
prison unit or facility in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice and to that Warden or Facility
Administrator's designee.
3.8.113

Periods of Visitation
Except as limited by Rules 3.8.1 1.3,3.8.11.22, 3.8.1 1.23 and 3.8.1 1.24, any offender, including one in the
Diagnostic Unit, on medical reprieve, in administrative and punitive segregation, or on Death Row, may
have a visit from any licensed attorney, Monday thmugh Friday, excluding State and Federal holidays,
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., including lunch and dimer how% for any length of time. If it would not
unreasonably disrupt work schedules or threaten prison security, the Warden or Facility Administrator may
permit the visit to extend past 5:00 p.m. On Saturdays, Sundays and State and Federal holidays, attorneys
may visit subject to the rules governing non-attorney visits and to Rules 3.8.11.1, 3.8.11.3 3.8.11.7,
3.8.11.9,3.8.11.12(totheextentitappliestoRule3.8.11.9),3.8.11.15-3.8.11.18and3.8.11.20-3.8.11.25,
unless the Warden or Facility Administrator grants additional privileges such as those set out in Rule 3.8.11.

-

3.8.113 Notice

By 3:30 p.m. of the day immediately preceding the date that an attorney wishes to visit an offender. the
snorney must give the name of each offender to be visited and an estimated arrival time to the warden or
Facility Administrator of the unit or facility to which each offender is assigned.
Notice to the TDCJ employee answering the telephone during normal office hours in the office of the
Warden or Facility Administrator for the unlt or faclllty to be vlsited shall be deemed notice to the Warden
or Facility Administrator. Upon g~vingsuch notlce, the attorney shall have the nght to visit, subject to any
limitations set out in Rule 3.8.1 1. After the attorney has anived at the unit or faclltty to which the offender
is assigned and provided proper identification as provided by Rule 3.8.1 1.4, the Warden or Facility
Administrator shall produce the offender for the visit without unreasonable delay.
If the attorney does not give the notice provided by this Rule, the visit may be pemltted by the Warden or
Facility Adminisbator of the unit or facility to which the offender is assigned if the visit would not
unreasonably disrupt work schedules or threaten prison security.
3.8.11.4 Identification
Attorneys: Attorneys must satisfactorily identify themselves to the Warden or Facility Administrator and

complete and sign a6opy of the "Attorney Appllcatron to Vislt TDCJ Offender" form (1-163). An attorney
bar card and eltlfer a driver's hcense or some other official idenhfication that lncludes a photograph and the
name of the attorney are satisfactory identification for a licensed attorney. Any other individuals
accompanying a licensed attorney during a particuk visit, must complete the "Attorney Authorization for
Approved Representative to Visit TDCJ Offend# form (1-166) before the visit is granted.
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Designated Representnliw: If mitten authorization to serve as an attorney's designated representative has
been filed with TDCJ and approved in accordance with Rule 3.8.11.5, or Rule 3.8.11.4, upon arrival at the
unit a facility immediately be*
the visit, the representativemust present satisfactory identification to the
Warden or Facility Administrator, complete and sign a copy of the "Attorney Authorization f a Apprwed
Representative to Visit TDCJ Offender" form (I-166), and present a notarized statement signed by the
attorney that contains the following information for each offender: (I) name of the attorney and State Bm
number, (2) name of the rep~sentative,(3) name and TDCJ number of each offender to be visited, (4) name
of the unit or facility in which each offender is inoareerated,(5) date of the visit, (6) whether each offender is
the attorney's client or witness, (7) the attorney's signature, aod (8) a notary's certificate. Either the
representative's driver's license or some other official identification that includesa photograph and the name
of the representative shall constitutesatisfactory identification,
The Warden a Facility Administrator shall maintain a file record of the completed attorney and Bttorney
repwmtative forms.

3.8.11.5 Designated Repmentative'a Application
For TDCJ approval to serve as an attorney's designated representahve, the representative (unless
accompanying the licensed attorney as described in 3.8.1 1.4) must submit to the Warden or Facility
Administrator of the TDCJ unit or facility to be visited, at least one week before the first requested visit to
TDCJ, as that attorney's representative, a completed and signed copy of the "Applicat~onto Visit TDCJ
Offender as Anorney's Representmtive" (long form 1-164). If it would not unreasonably disrupt work
schedules or threaten prison security, the W d e n or Facility Administrator may accept such an application
filed less tbaa m e week before dm requested visit. TDCJ shall maintain the conficbntiality of all
information provided on all sucb completed applications. If the answer to any question leads TDCJ to
reasonably believe tbat a visit by the representative may pose a kgihmate threat to prisan security, TDCJ
may ask sucb additional questions of the representative as are reasonably calculated to lead to the discovq
of information that would prove the existence or extent of such security threat. If the attorney's designated
representative has previously completed the 1-164 (long form) and submitted it to any TDCJ unit or facility
f a the same anrrmey, it need not be submitted before a visit to either the unit or Facility first visited, or any
other TDCJ unit or facibty.
3JJ.114 Rejection of Representative's Application

When the attorney's designated representative form is required and has bcen completed and submitted, the
Warden or Facilitv Adminisbator of the unit or facilitv at which the rmuwted visit will occur shall dctamine
within a reasonable time, and in any event no later than 4 0 0 p.m. of the day before the date of the requested
visit, whether to reject the requested visit A visit by a designated representative shall only be rejected if the
visit would cause a legitimete immed~atethreat to prison security. 1f the decision is to reject the visit request,
then. within fom-eirht
* - . 148)
, houn after the decision is made. the Warden or Facilitv Administrator shall mail
the sponsoring attorney a written explanation of the reasons for the decision. Between 4 0 0 and 5:00 p.m. of
the day before the date of a requested visit or during office hours on the day of a requested visit, any
designated representative who has requested a visit with any offender or tbat representative's sponsoring
attorney may contact the Warden or Faciltty Administrator of the unit or f a d i in whtch the ofteader
resides to determine whether the Warden or Facility Administrator has decided to reject the requested visit.
When the short form is required and has been completed and submitted, the Warden or Factltty administrator
shall permit the visit, subject to any other restrictions set out in Rule 3.8.11.

38.11.7 Limits on Number of Visits and Persons per Visit
Visits by an attorney are not counted in the number of visits allowed an offender. Offenders are not limited
in the number or length of visit8 by attorneys. Except as provided in Rules 3.8.11.22, 3.8.11.23 and
3.8.1 1.24, one or more attorneys may visit one or more offenders at the same hme, subject to reasonable
regulation of the time, p l m and number of participants. Advance notwe as pmvlded in Rule 3.8.11.3 must
be given for each offender to he visited.

3.8.11.8 Privacy

At all times during a visit between an offender and an attorney, unless requested to do othenuise by either the
attorney or the offender, the Warden or Facility Administrator shall respect the privacy of the visit and
maintain a sufficient distance fnnn the visiting offender and attorney to premve the privacy of
communications between them. This a l e does not limit the Warden or Facility Administrator's ability to
maintain visual surveillance during the visit or to terminate the visit as provided in Rule 3.8.1 1.16 in case of
a threat to prison security.
3.8.11.9 Items Permitted with Attorney

Attorneys may bring briefcases and attach6 csses into the visiting area Attorneys may also bring a tape
recorder into the visitation area and may use it for taking notes of the interview with the offender and for
recording the conversation between the attorney and the offender, hut for no other purpose. Attorneys are
prohibited from bringing portable telephones, wireless communication devices, or other electmnic equipment
(e.g. video, etc.) into the visitation area The Warden or Facility Administrator may open and inspect
briefcases, attach6 cases, and tape recorders, but only in the attorney's presence and only for the
purpose of detecting contraband. The Warden or Facility Administrator may also research the attomey for
weapons and contraband.
3.8.11.10

Items Permitted with Offender

Offenders may bring documents into the visiting area Those documents may be inspected by tha Warden or
Facility Administrator, but only in the offender's presence and only for the purpose of detecting conhaband.
3.8.11.11

Exchange of ltemr

Under no ciroumstances will an offender and an attomey be permitted to exchange any item that thnatens
prison security (e.g. currency, weapons, drugs) or any item described in Rule 3.8.1 1.20. During a visit an
attorney and an offender are permitted to directly and confidentially exchange documents and other items
(eg. writing utensil) to facilitate transaction of legal matters.
3.8.11.12

Rejection of Contraband Alticles

If an item constituting contraband as defined in Rule 3.8.11.20 is found in an inspection permined by Rules
3.8.1 1.9 and 3.8.1 1.1Q,the Warden or Facility Administrator shall reject the contraband, shall immediately
give each attorney and offender who participated in the exchange a wntten statement of the reason for the
rejection, and may terminate the visit if such action is reasonable in relation to the seriousness of the
violation as determined by the nature of the contraband. Any such offender or attorney may appeal the
rejection through the procedure outlmed in Rule 3.8.1 1.18.
3.8.11.13

Removal of Items

An attorney may remove from the institution any document received from an offender under Rule 3.8.1 1.1 1.
An offender may remove from the visitation area any document received from an attomey under Rule
3.8.1 1.1 l unless the item is deemed contraband at whieh time Rule 3.8.1 1.12 applies.
3.8.11.14

Writing Utensils

If writing utensils and paper are not available in the visiting area for use by offenders, an attorney is
permitted to transmit these items to the offender under the procedures described in Rule 3.8.11.11. After
completion of the visir, the Warden or Facility Administrator shall return the writing utensils and u n u d
paper to the attorney, but the offender shall be permitted to choose whether to retain all paper used during the
visit or to give it to the attorney using the procedure described in Rule 3.8.1 1.1 1.

3.8.lL15

Rejection by Offender dVisltation Rdqurrt

Immediately after an attorney who 6ss been approved for a visit with an o m d e r arrives at thinnit or
facility in which the offender resides grid completes the "Attorney Application to Visit lBCJ OtTeader," or
when appmpriate, the "Anomey Authorization for Approved Represmtative to Visit" form, the unit Wardes
or Facility Administrator shall notify the off&
of the requested visit If the offender objects to sueh a
visit, the W d e n or Facility Adminismtta shall deny the attorney the right to visit with any o f f i ,
provided that immediiely atter the &aderr's objeotion is communicated to the Warden or Pooility
Administrator, eimer
(I)

said offendar signs and swears to a completed copy of the Refusal to Visit Attomey or

(2)

two witnenses sign, and swear to FI completed copy of the Witness Cdficste of TDCJ

Attomey Rqn'esentati9e form, or
OffenderrsRefosal to Visit Attorney or Attorney's Representative form.

Immediatqly after conpletion of the appropriate form, t i e d above, a m e and wneot wpy of the mploted
and signed form shall be given to the offender refusing the visit and to the attorney whose visit was refused.

3.8.11.16

Rejection by Wardm or Facility Administrator of Visitation Request or Terrninatlon of
VLsH

The Wanlen or Facility Administrator may deny an attorney the right to visit with any offender or temhtc
such a visit immediately if that visit would cause a Legitha* immediate threat to prison security, but only
for as long as such a threat exists and only if no lesser action would alleviate the threat If a dedsion
denying an attorney the right to viait an offender is made later than 4:0ap.m. of the day preceding the date of
the requested visit, the Director or the Director's designee shall immediately, by telephone or in person,
attempt to notify all such anorneys and all such offenks of the denial. Within twenty-four (24) hours a h
denying an attorney's right to visit with any oftbnder or fermin&g such a visit, the Director shall send to
any such offender and any such attorney a Wriften explanation of all reasons for said denial or termination,
the reasons for the rejection or termination, notification of tha right to appeal, and an explanation of the
procedure for appeal. Any such offender or attorney may appeal the denial or termination through the
procedure outlined in Rule3.8.11.18.

36.11.17

Suspension of Visitation P~lVUegas

The Bureau of Clayifiotion may prohibit any a t t o m who commits a serious violation of instihltional
visitation regulations fmio any further visits with any offender or impose restrictive conditions raginding
h r e visits that are reasonably appropriate to the violation. Within seventy-two (72)hours after my
m r n e y is prohibited from or r&&
in further visits, the Warden or Facility Administrator shall m d to
that attorney and to each offender being visited at the time of the violation, a notia containing the following
information: (1) notification of the visitation prohibit~on,its duration, any restrictions regding future
visits, and the reasons for the prohibition or restrictton, and (2) notification that both the attorney and cach
such offender have the right to appeal and an explanation of the procedure for appeal. Attorney visitation
rights shall not be suspended or mkkted except as provided by either this Rule or Rules 3.8.11.12,
3.8.11.19, 3.8.11.16, 3.8.1 1.22, 3.8.11.23 or 3.8.1 1.24. Any such attorney or offender may appeal the
prohibition or restrichons through the procedureoutlined in Rule 3.8.1 1.18.

3.6.11.18

Attorney Visitation Review Proradure

Any TRCJ visitation prohibition or re!itrictim may be appded either by an attorney whose visitstion
privileges have been suspended or d o t e d in the manner provided by either Rule 3.8.1 1.12, 3.8.11.16, or
3.8.11.17 or by an offader wth whom such an attorney etther cannot visit or must visit under restn'ctio~
authorized under Rub 3.8.1 1.12, 3.8.1 1.16, or 3.8.1 1.17. Any such person wishing to appeal must send to
the Diremor's Review Cornmiltee written notice of appeal within two weeks after receiving the nolie a
statmnent required by the Rule pursuant to which the suspension or restriction was imposed. Upon necsiptof
an appeal notice, the Director's Review Committee shall ohtain all documents and other Eangible objeda On
whioh the prohibition or restrictionswere based. The DirectorOTsReview Cornminee shall render its de&m
withi two (2) weeks af$r receiving, the appeal and shall notify @ a ~&acted
h
uttomey and o f f d ~ in
writing ofthat deoision within fottydght (48) horn attec the deoiswn is rendered.

The wmpositlon of the Review Committee shall he determined by the Director and may be c h g e d from
time to time at the Director's discretion. The committee must always mclude at least three (3) members. No
TDCJ official who has participated m or who has line responsibility for a prohibition or reshiction (in other
words, who was assigned to the unit or facility at which the prohibition or restriction occurred) can sit on the
committee considering that proh~bitionor restriction.
3.8.11.19

Confidentiality of Attorney Visits and Documents

The confidentiality of attomey visits and of documents exchanged during those visits as provided in Rule
3.8.1 1 shall not be abridged or circumvented by any TDCJ lule or practice.
3.8.11.20

Definition of Contraband

For the purpose of these visitation mles, "contraband" refers only to physical conhaband as defineQ in Rule
3.9.16 of the TDCJ Correspondence Rules and does not include written material disappmved for its content
Under no circumstances shall inspection for contraband be deemed to permit the reading or scanning of
documents.
3.8.11.21

Telephone

It is TDCJ policy to foster the attorney-client relationship. Accorbingly, the Warden or Facility
Administrator may allow an attorney to communicate by telephone with any offender under such reasonable
procedures and conditions as the Warden or Facility Administrator may prescribe, and in the normal care
will permit the communication after reasonable notice unless the Warden or Facility Administrator
determines that such a communication would unreasonably threaten prison security or reasonably appears to
be an abuse of this TDCJ p o l q by the attomey requesting the communication.
3.8.11.22

Punitive Segregation

An attorney may visit with an offender who is in punitive segregation at the time of the requested visit unless
the Warden or Facility Administrator detmines that special circumstances exist m that case which threatens
security. If the date of the requested visit falls on a Saturday or Sunday, the attomey must give the Warden
or Facihty Administrator a reasonable explanation why the visit must occur before the t h t Monday
following the date of the requested visit. In glving this explanation, the attomey is not required to violate the
attorney-client privilege or work product confidences. Unless approved by the Warden or Facility
Administrator in advance, an attorney requesting a visit with an offender who is in punitive segregation, on
the day of the requested visit, m n o t visit with anv other offender at the same time but mav visit with other
offenders on the &me day.
3.8.1123

Administrative Segregation

An attomey requesting a w i t with an offender who is in administrative segregation, on the day of the
requested visit, may visit with any other offenders at the same time unless the Warden or F ~ i l i t y
Administrator determines that such a visit would reasonably threaten prison security; the attorney may visif
with other offenders on the same day. If the day of the requested visit falls on a Saturday or Sunday, tlra
attomey must give the Warden or Facility Administrator a reasonable explanation why the visit must ocnrr
before the fust Monday following the date of the requested visit. In giving this explanation, the attmeyKs
not required to violate the attorney-client priv~legeor work product confidences.

3.8.11.24

Death Row

Visits between an attamey and any offender on Death Row are not permitted on
the attomey gives the Warden a reasonable explanation why the visit must occur before the &
following the date of the requested visit. In giving this explanation, the attorney is
attorney-client privilege or work product confidences. Unless approved by
Adminismor in advance, an attorney requesting a visit with an offender on
other offender at the same time but may visit more than one offender during

3.8.11.25

Waiver

Any rights mnfmed on any person by Rule 3.8.1 1 can be waived by written agreement between that pason
and the Warden or Facility Administrator, but an offender can only waive any such riehts in the oresence of
either an attorney or, if the offender refuses to see an attorney, by hvo witnesses who sign and s\;ear that the
offender's waiver decision sppeared voluntary.
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